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St. Rose at center of national tragedy

The death of 20 children and six faculty members at Sandy Hook Elementary School just before Christmas plunged nearby St. Rose of Lima Parish into the center of a national tragedy.

A total of eight children from St. Rose died in the shooting on December 14 and were buried by Msgr. Robert Weiss, pastor of St. Rose, during the following week. Within hours of the shooting, hundreds of reporters and network satellite trucks were set up on or near parish grounds.

As shock and sadness set in, words of condolences and offers of help came immediately from across the world. By the end of the next week, Msgr. Weiss received more than 15,000 letters of support and concern. Many of them had to be held for security screening.

Pope Benedict XVI urged all to dedicate themselves to acts of peace in the face of such “senseless violence.” After reciting the Pope, speaking in English, said less violence.” After reciting the peace in the face of such “sense-

Archbishop William E. Lori, former Bishop of Bridgeport, was in Rome when he learned of the tragedy and immediately sent word of his prayers and concern for suffering families. A letter from Archbishop Lori, who was a frequent visitor to St. Rose of Lima Parish, was also read at all Masses on the Sunday following the tragedy:

“Since that moment, my heart has been heavy, and I can’t stop thinking about everyone in Newtown, especially the victims, and their families...” said Msgr. Weiss. “I have been thinking very much of the words of Blessed John Paul II, who once said, ‘To receive Jesus Christ means believing that in the history of humanity, even though it is marked by evil and suffering, the final word belongs to life, and to love, because God came to dwell among us, so we might dwell in him.’”

A total of eight children from St. Rose died in the shooting on December 14 and were buried by Msgr. Robert Weiss, pastor of St. Rose, during the following week. Within hours of the shooting, hundreds of reporters and network satellite trucks were set up on or near parish grounds.

The parish of 3,500 families, founded in 1869, sits just below the historic Newtown Baggpole on Church Hill Road. Newtown holds the distinction of being the site of the first Catholic Mass celebrated on July 1, 1781.

The trauma of the shootings was also felt at St. Rose of Lima Parish. Msgr. Weiss served at St. Rose for six years until 2009 and felt compelled to turn to sorrow and how our faith can be challenged,” Msgr. Doyle said in his message to parishioners.

In his homily he thanked St. Rose’s parochial vicars, Fr. Ignacio Ortigas and Fr. Luke Suarez, for their prayerful work with families and assured parishioners that the diocese would reach out to the community and provide support through Catholic Charities.

Later that morning, Newtown and State Police became aware of threats from an anonymous caller and recommended that the church be evacuated. During Fr. Luke’s homily, Msgr. Weiss stepped calmly to the pulpit and asked people to leave. Within minutes, SWAT teams were searching the church and the rectory with weapons drawn.

During the week that followed, priests throughout the diocese rallied to Msgr. Weiss’s side, with often as many as ten priests and deacons on the altar with him during funerals. Among them were Fr. Robert Kinnally, director of vocations; Msgr. Kevin Royal, director of clergy and religious personnel; Msgr. William Scheyd, pastor of St. Aloysius Parish in New Canaan; and Msgr. J. Peter Cullen, pastor of St. Michael Parish in Greenwich.

In the glare of the international news media that descended on or near parish grounds, the historic Newtown flagpole was also felt at St. Rose of Lima Parish. Msgr. Weiss, pastor of St. Rose of Lima Deacons Richard Scinto, Norman Roos and Daniel O’Connor assisted at funerals and worked with grieving families throughout the week.

Families and staff were also comforted by the presence of Fr. John Insarra, now a parochial vicar at St. Mary Parish Greenwich. Fr. Insarra had served at St. Rose for six years until 2009 and felt compelled to reach out to those who were suffering. “I feel like it is my family,” he said.

Neighboring parishes and pastors also reached out to St. Rose and to the grieving families. Fr. George Sankoorikal, pastor of St. Margareture Bourgeoys Parish in Brookfield, and Fr. Corey Piccinino, pastor of St. Mary Parish of Bethel, along with Deacon Joseph Gill console families. At Danbury Hospital, Fr. Ray Petrucci, chaplain, and Fr. Sam Scott, pastor of St. Joseph Parish in Danbury worked with staff and family members.

Priests throughout the diocese marveled at the strength, compassion and depth of faith of St. Rose of Lima parishioners. It was clear that the parish’s strength during a crisis reflected its vitality and deep ties as a faith community.

The trauma of the shootings was also felt at St. Rose of Lima School, which was under imme-
St. Rose at center of national tragedy

In the interim, representatives from Catholic Charities and the diocesan Child Protection Office worked with faculty and parents to prepare them for the return to classes on January 3.

While St. Rose struggled with the loss of eight of its children, St. Stephen Parish, at the foot of the Route 25 Connector in Trumbull, also buried one of its own.

On Friday morning, the life of Mary Greene Sherlach, 56, wife of William Sherlach of Trumbull, was celebrated in Mass of Christian Burial said by Fr. Stephen Gleeson, pastor, during a wild wind and rainstorm. A native of Endicott, NY, Mary served as school psychologist and lost her life while trying to protect the children.

“No one has greater love than this, to lay down one’s life for one’s friends,” Fr. Gleeson said in his homily while surrounded by priests and deacons from the parish. He remembered Mary as a caring and loving mother and professional.

Keeping Vigil

(The following impressions and observations were drawn from attending the funerals held at St. Rose of Lima Parish for the children slain in the Sandy Hook shooting.)

By early evening on the day of the shooting, more than 750 mourners crowded into St. Rose of Lima Church in stunned and grief-stricken silence for a Vigil Mass, while outside another 1,000 surrounded the church and pressed up against the open windows to pray and listen to Msgr. Weiss’s words. The church parking lot was filled with reporters and familiar nightly-news TV anchors, many of them visibly moved and shaken by the shootings.

Almost immediately the church grounds became the site of outdoor shrines. People brought flowers, stuffed animals, roses, and Santas. They knelt to pray and light a candle.

The following impressions and observations were shared by the entire community.

In the church as SWAT teams stopped for everyone.

They knelt to pray and light a candle. In the street. People on the sidewalks bowed their heads and blessed themselves as the funeral procession passed.

Parents seem to hold their children closer to them.

• More than 30 motorcycle police officers escorted the grieving families to the church, the red and blue light bars on the back of the cycles twinkling and gleaming in the overcast sky like Christmas bulbs on a family tree.

• Throughout the week the murmur of distant sirens drawing the procession nearer became the imminent thunder of motorcycle engines as they turned into the church driveway.

• As one funeral began at St. Rose, another passed by on Church Hill Road on the way to a different church. The steeple chimes sounded continuously as if forming a pulse for the town. Grown men wept in the street. People on the sidewalks bowed their heads and blessed themselves as the funeral procession passed.

• The twisted roots and gouged earth of large trees uprooted by super storm Sandy were still visible along many of the roads now lined with hand-painted angels and prayer signs.

• A delegation of over 300 firemen journeyed to Newtown for the funeral of Daniel Barden, who had wanted to be a fireman when he grew up, standing at attention while the family arrived and then filing into the church where they stood two-deep in the aisles during the service. Outside, a circle of FDNY “Pipes & Drums” musicians played “Amazing Grace” as the families walked into the somber afternoon.

• All week mourners couldn’t get warm; they shivered in the damp and cold wind that battered the church grounds.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Mr. Weiss made the decision to leave the doors of the church open 24 hours a day as parishioners and people from the community kept a constant prayer vigil.

Everyone in the parish seemed to know someone who was personally affected by the tragedy. They came to pray, to publicly mourn and to let the families who lost a child know that their grief was shared by the entire community, and that for a while life had stopped for everyone.

Mr. Weiss was the first clergyman on the scene after responding to a request from Newtown Police. Accompanied by Fr. Ortiz and Fr. Suarez, he worked to console parents on the agonizing day when the world learned of the enormity of the tragedy. He had personally baptized many of the children, some of whom were preparing for First Holy Communion at the time of the shooting.

He was in the room at Sandy Hook Volunteer Fire & Rescue Company at 3 pm when Governor Dannel Malloy, who later attended all of the funerals, ended the agonizing vigil by telling parents that their children were gone.

He watched as parents paced the floor nervously and collapsed in unbelievable grief and sorrow when they learned of the death of their young ones.

“The parents knew in their hearts that the children were gone,” said Msgr. Weiss to one of many news crews that followed him in the coming days. “It was a privilege just to be present with them. As broken as they were, the love in the room was phenomenal even after such a great loss.

“Twenty children are with the Lord now. They were taken too young and too innocent,” he said, struggling for composure.

A Week of Funerals

• Beginning Tuesday of the week after the shootings, Msgr. Weiss performed eight funeral Masses for the children, one following another, often two in the same day.

• St. Rose was filled to capacity for each funeral, leaving as many as two hundred people mourning outside, listening to the hastily rigged PA system that allowed them to follow the Mass and hear the eulogy as blustery winds swept across the parking lot.

• A row of twenty-six candles impressed a white light across the front of the altar, one for each child and school staff member.

• Police officers from surrounding towns donated their time to help direct traffic and support Newtown personnel. Police and fire officials also formed an honor guard for the funeral processions. The Knights of Columbus were ever present, helping to clean the church between funerals and direct traffic in the jammed parking lot.

• Boxes of tissues were placed in the pews and on windowsills.
Newtown Tragedy

Once inside, the shivering turned to an inner trembling made of the anxiety, anger and exhaustion.

• Eight times Msgr. Weiss reached into the idling limousine to draw the grieving family into the church; eight times he embraced the parents at the Kiss of Peace; eight times he sprinkled holy water on the coffin and commended the children to their final rest.

• Mourners took in a breath at the size of the small white caskets that were wheeled down the center aisle. A large picture of each child was placed alongside the altar.

• After Communion, the comforting music of “Silent Night,” the solemn finality of “Ave Maria,” and the haunting recessional, “All I ask of you is forever to remember me as loving you.”

• Many mothers delivered the eulogies with their husbands standing beside them. Laughter mingled with sobs as they described the foibles and funny antics of their children who were so vividly and lovingly recalled.

• “Only a mother’s love could give them the strength to do that,” said Msgr. Weiss, who joined in the spontaneous applause as the couple returned to their pew.

Remembering the children

We learned that Daniel ran like the wind… that Catherine “with a C” wanted to be a caretaker of animals; that Jessica was a devoted “big sister” who loved horses; that James loved to eat, belt out a song, and work with his dad in the backyard.

That Olivia was going to play an angel in the Living Nativity; that Caroline was a talented artist and athlete; that Grace loved washables and fashion and lit up all those around her; that Joey, who was autistic, “couldn’t speak but she could love…” and she enjoyed spooning her peanut butter from the jar.

The children from St. Rose of Lima Parish who died at Sandy Hook School are Daniel Barden, 7; Olivia Engel, 6; Josephine Gay, 7; Catherine Hubbard, 6; James Mattioli, 6; Grace McDonnell, 7; Caroline Previdi, 6; Jessica Rekos, 6.

In his homilies Msgr. Weiss did not offer easy answers, but said that the Church was the only place that the parents and the community could take something so unspeakable and begin to find healing in God’s presence.

He repeated that the courage and openness he found in parents of the slain children gave him the strength to minister to the parish.

… “We have no answers, but we all have hearts, and they belong to you today.”

… “If you think you’re over the anger, you’re not.” It’s okay to be angry, even at God,” but you have to let it go because anger is a dead-end.”

Many of the parents who had buried children earlier in the week came back for the funerals of the children yet to be buried.

Throughout the week Msgr. Weiss mentioned that many parishioners and townspeople told him that they wanted to get rid of their video games and guns. He told them that was a good start but the real task was to build a “culture of life.”

The last funeral, on Saturday, was held for Josephine “Joey” Gay. After Mass, her “big sister” helped push the small white casket out of the church. Outside, mourners were surprised by sparse snow flurries that would have delighted a child, swirling over the pavement with no intention of sticking.

“There is too much darkness in this world and not enough light,” Msgr. Weiss said repeatedly, urging everyone to make changes in their own life. “If these twenty children don’t change us, nothing will.”

Diocese of Bridgeport establishes funds for Sandy Hook Elementary School Tragedy, Newtown, CT

As a result, the Diocese of Bridgeport has set up two funds: St. Rose of Lima Parish Fund to help the parish as it continues to reach out to families and parishioners in the aftermath of the tragedy and through ongoing programs and services to the parish family. Trauma Response Fund for Catholic Charities provides emergency outreach, crisis counseling and ongoing behavioral health services to all those in the larger community who come forward for help.

(Gifts can be made through www.bridgeportdiocese.com with a link to Sandy Hook Tragedy. All gifts are tax deductible. For more information, call 203.416.1470 at the Diocese of Bridgeport.)

A Mother’s Faith

Fairfield County Catholic is honored to print this extraordinary letter from Jenny Hubbard, mother of six-year-old Catherine Hubbard, who lost her life at Sandy Hook School in Newtown. The depth of her faith and strength of her love are an act of grace and a gift to all those struggling with the tragedy.

When I close my eyes I see Catherine cradled in the palm of His hand. I see her softly giggling. She is opening her arms to all the animals. She is sending us comfort in ways that only God’s angels could know how. She is with God, she is at peace.

When I could not find her, I felt a calm fill my heart and I knew in that moment she was with God. I knew that she was safe, safer than I could ever make her. I miss her. There will be a hole in my heart that widens each time I remember something so simple that was so Catherine. Each time I feel that my tears will not stop, I am pulled back to a place of peace and find comfort that Catherine was called to a job much bigger than I can even fathom. I know that God has a specific purpose for us and while I may not understand right now how I will muster the strength to fulfill His purpose, I must remain centered on His face. He will provide what I need to move forward. He will provide the soft nudges to help me feel confident that I am doing what He intended.

We are all put where we are for a very specific reason. My daughter, along with the victims of Sandy Hook School, brought a world to their knees in prayer. Twenty babies and six adults were able to do what some thought never possible. They have set the stage for us and we have a responsibility to continue what they started. We have a responsibility to continue to serve our children and help them be rooted in their faith. We are bound to this place and must bring our children’s understanding of faith to a new level.

So many people are talking about getting back to normal. I am not sure that that is really what we want. Are we willing to accept that normal includes allowing our children to not feel safe in their schools? Are we willing to say that normal is a place where 1st graders, teachers and administrators being brutally killed is acceptable? I pray that we do not go back to normal. I pray that we find a new normal that is restored in faith. I pray that we continue to draw on God’s love and peace. I pray that the world is comforted knowing that they are wrapped in God’s cloak.

This week our son asked how God would do this? We told him, God didn’t do this. We are human, we have free will, there are people that do not listen to God’s voice and decide to take their own path. When we stop listening to our hearts, we stop listening to God’s voice. We stop acknowledging that we are in this place for a very specific reason. As you celebrate the New Year and settle back into the lives you led prior to December 14th, I pray that you know that you are exactly where you need to be and that you hear God’s gentle voice helping you find the words that you need to say. I pray that we find comfort and solace knowing that God loves each one of us and will wrap each one of us in his arms when the days become too much. I pray that the world returns to their faith.
TRUMBULL—“On the original drawings, this was a barren room,” Dr. William Fitzgerald, president of St. Joseph High School told a full house on December 2 in the auditorium of the school’s new O’Keefe Center. “We had to dig a little bit to get level with the first floor. And someone said, ‘as long as we have to dig, let’s build an auditorium—and an art room, and some classrooms and Holy Joe’s Cafe and an elevator so we are finally handicapped accessible.’”

“That has been the story of the O’Keefe Center. People came along and looked and said ‘I would like to help.’”

Trumbull First Selectman Tim Herbst joined supporters of the project, touring the new wing before Herbst joined supporters of the O’Keefe Center. People came along and looked and said ‘I would like to help.’”

“St. Joseph’s prepares its students for the realities of life through academic rigor, competitive sport and meaningful moral challenge. Our daughter Mary and son Joseph are graduates of SJHS, as well as our granddaughters Kaitly, Kristin and Caitlin. Our granddaughter Noreen is currently a freshman.”

The academic center is the result of a strategic planning process that started over ten years ago, when it was recognized that, in order to effectively fulfill its mission as a college preparatory school, SJHS needed to enhance some of its facilities as well as add new. In addition to providing proper spaces for team-based learning and development of 21st century skills, the addition allowed for improvement in overall flow through the building. The new lobby offers those entering access to the school chapel, the athletic facilities or the new media center.

The O’Keefe family was joined by a large number of generous donors and benefactors, working together to push the dream of the academic center into reality. Robert O’Keefe is a member of the Advisory Board and chair of the Facilities Committee, as well as the chair of the Academic Center Committee. He directed the construction process through 81 weekly construction meetings.

He and Maureen are also recipients of the St. Catherine Fanning award, St. Joseph’s highest honor. “We are pleased to have been part of this project and we are so thankful to all who have poured themselves into its successful completion,” they say.

The center has a library, meeting rooms, classrooms, art rooms and a 240-seat auditorium. New courtyards and a lobby meld it seamlessly into the original façade of St. Joseph’s. General Contractor Al Secondino & Son and Architect Ray Sullivan turned the conceptual designs by Fletcher Thompson into a 21st century learning center that will change the way students learn.

Dominated by a dramatic glass tower, the addition sweeps to the chapel, emphasizing the spiritual mission of the school. The foyer displays St. Joseph’s motto, ‘Privilege and Responsibility,’ while over the chapel door, the words “Ite Ad Joseph” welcome all into St. Joseph’s chapel.

The addition’s look came from Interior Designer Deborah Ludorf of Paradise Hill Design in Southbury. The auditorium was the biggest challenge, she says. “I wanted to provide a space that felt collegiate and looked toward the future.”

“The O’Keefe Center suits the dynamic and changing needs of education in the 21st Century,” says Fitzgerald. “It will improve the way students learn.”

The response from the students themselves affirms his statement. “I look forward to spending as much time as possible in the new media center,” says senior Erin Johnson. “I love how it expands my classes to more than just the regular classroom. The only downfall is that I don’t get to spend every class there!”

Classmate Dylan Spagnulo elegantly summed reaction to the academic center in a haiku called Vistas:

“Media Center, Brand new opportunities, Into the future."

(For images and film footage of the school, and more information, visit www.sjcadets.org.)

BRIDGEPORT—Norman R. Walker of New Canaan, former Chief Financial Officer of the Diocese of Bridgeport was presented the Benemerenti Medal for his dedicated service to the church during the annual Christmas celebration at the Catholic Center.

Diocesan Administrator Msgr. Jerald A. Doyle presented the Medal from Pope Benedict XVI to a stunned Walker, who received a standing ovation from employees and guests.

The Benemerenti medal was first awarded by Pope Pius VI (1775–1799) to recognize military merit. In 1925, it began to be awarded as a mark of recognition to persons in service of the Church, both civil and military. The medal has the word benemerenti (Latin for “person of good merit”) surrounded by a crown of oak leaves. The medal is worn on the breast, suspended by ribbons of the papal colors.

Walker stepped down in June as diocesan CFO after seven years of service to the diocese. The former partner of PricewaterhouseCoopers came out of retirement in 2005 at Bishop Lori’s request to improve the financial stewardship and accountability of the diocese. The Oregon native, who had delayed his retirement until Archbishop Lori transitioned to Baltimore, has continued to advise the diocese. Under Walker’s leadership the diocese made sweeping changes in its financial systems and reporting structure, including a new Parish Finance Manual, web based accounting and digital information management.

During the luncheon, Msgr. Jerald A. Doyle, diocesan administrator, also recognized employees who have completed 25 years of service to the Diocese of Bridgeport:

Carolyn Agoglia, St. James School, Stratford; Mary Daley, St. Augustine School, Bridgeport; Michelle Durabisi, Our Lady of Fatima School, Danbury; Audie Louis, our Lady of Fatima School, Danbury; Jo Ann Lounsbury and Diane Thysse from Sacred Heart School Little Lams, Danbury; Linad Menz and Joanne Parrella, from St. Thomas Aquinas School, Fairfield; Vincent Pennatto, St. John Cemetery in Darien; Danny Robledo, facilities, the Catholic Center; Daniel Waldo from St. Michael Parish in Bridgeport.
Local News

Appeal focuses on the importance of early giving

BRIDGEPORT—As the Diocese of Bridgeport awaits a new bishop, it has moved forward in preparation for the 2013 Annual Bishop’s Appeal, the major yearly funding source for diocesan programs and ministries. The diocese will formally launch the Appeal in February in the 82 parishes throughout Fairfield County.

Last year’s Appeal raised more than $11.3 million to support Catholic schools, seminarians, retired priests, religious education and pastoral services, hospital and nursing home ministries, and a wide range of Catholic Charities programs including soup kitchens, food pantries, behavioral health services and shelter assistance for the working poor.

“The important work of the diocese goes on and challenges each of us to serve others through prayer, good works and acts of charity,” says Msgr. Jerald A. Doyle, diocesan administrator. “Our donors understand that the Annual Bishop’s Appeal is an expression of our faith and a way to directly reach out to people in our community.” Msgr. Doyle notes that the diocese has consulted with pastors and interviewed donors as part of an overall strategy to improve information, streamline costs, and make giving easier for participants.

Jeff Machi, chief development officer for the diocese, says that plans for this year’s Appeal include fewer mailings to reduce postage and printing costs. “In 2012, the cost to conduct the Appeal was six cents for every dollar received. The largest influence of costs has been postage. We hope to encourage early donations and will arrange fewer mailings to further reduce costs and maximize funds directed to ministries,” he says.

Machi says the diocese has also worked to continually improve the Appeal website, so that people can easily make gifts in a secure and convenient way. “Giving on the website ensures that your funds go directly to ministries without the cost of postage and printed materials,” he says, noting that donors are contributing to a wide range of services that represent the compassion and care of the Church, often when no other source of help is available.

While unrestricted gifts are encouraged, donors have the opportunity to restrict their support to specific funding areas such as Catholic Charities, Catholic schools, seminarians, hospitals and nursing home ministries, and retired priests. Simply mark your desired area of support on the pledge card.

Checks may be made payable to the Annual Bishop’s Appeal, and a credit card gift may be payable online or by pledge card. All gifts will be acknowledged by the diocese and are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law. An envelope is included in this edition of Fairfield County Catholic.

(For more information go to www.2013ABA.com, or to make your gift early, pledge by emailing: 2013ABA@diobpt.org.)
Local News

Glimpse of a closed country

By PAT HENNESSY

“Cuba is a project,” our HavanaTours guide told us. “It’s a socialist system under a communist party with a developing entrepreneurial spirit.” What it will be in the future is up for grabs.

While the Cuban embargo is still in force, it has been eased to allow family members, humanitarian workers, and educational groups to enter the country. In October, I was able to join an educational tour, visiting schools, farms, nursing homes and medical clinics. It was a window into a country that had been cut off from most of the outside world for longer than half a century.

A bit of background: On January 1, 1959, a triumphant Fidel Castro strode into Havana, Cuba. Fifty years ago, on October 22, 1962, President Kennedy went on national television to announce that spy satellites had photographed Russian missiles, aimed at American cities, in Cuba. The world came within a blink of nuclear war.

Relations between the United States and Cuba went into a deep freeze. The Cuban embargo ensured that neither goods nor people would travel between the two countries. Isolated, Cuba turned to the Soviet Union as its only protector. Moscow kept close relations with Cuba until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Cuba, still an extremely poor country, now has economic ties to China and a few other Communist countries. Forced to improvise, the Cuban people have become inventive and resourceful—and fiercely patriotic, even while they resist government restrictions on their freedom.

Although Castro’s government was initially hostile to the Church, I found some surprises during our trip. We visited the National Cathedral in Havana, where Mass has been celebrated without interruption right through Castro’s takeover until the present time. I stopped in its Adoration Chapel and saw worshippers kneeling in quiet prayer. In smaller cities and towns Catholic churches were open, with a regular schedule of Masses.

A little post-visit digging showed a more complex Church-State history. Following the revolution, all Church property—schools, hospitals, orphanages, nursing homes—was taken by the government. Jaime Cardinal Ortega, a sharp critic of the Castro government, was imprisoned in a Communist labor camp. There he was treated badly, to use the mildest of terms. Yet Cardinal Ortega, named Archbishop of Havana in 1981, continues to speak his mind freely. He was the key figure behind the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1998.

“In the 1980s, religion had a low profile, and was tolerated but fairly marginal,” says Professor Joy Gordon of Fairfield University, who has published a number of articles on Cuba. “In relations with the Church, Castro’s government did not take the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1998.”

“In the 1980s, religion had a low profile, and was tolerated but fairly marginal,” says Professor Joy Gordon of Fairfield University, who has published a number of articles on Cuba. “In relations with the Church, Castro’s government did not take the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1998.”

In particular, the government appreciates the humanitarian efforts of the Church, represented most prominently by Caritas International, which supported the nursing home where I visited. The gentle presence of Sisters from the Spanish religious order of Los Hermanitas de los Ancianos Desamparados (Sisters of the Helpless Elderly), gave the home a warm, welcoming atmosphere.

Due to its isolation, Cuba is a showcase for both successes and the failures of socialism. Two areas, medicine and agriculture, emphasized very different outcomes of the socialist agenda.

Free, universal healthcare is mandated by the Cuban constitution; Cuba has more doctors, per capita, than the United States. Their highly-acclaimed medical schools have trained doctors, nurses, and health care workers for all of Latin America. Clinics like the one we toured are the basis of the healthcare system, with emphasis on early diagnosis and prevention.

Members of our group who had medical knowledge noted that, while equipment in the nursing home and medical center we visited was adequate, the devices were somewhat outdated. “You will see that we have medicines like penicillin, but not newer drugs,” a doctor told us, explaining how the embargo, which restricts imports to Cuba from any foreign company doing business in the U.S., hinders the delivery of health care. “Not even an aspirin can come in without restriction.”

For an American, the thought that this country would embargo medicines came as a shock. I checked with government officials when I came back. “The embargo allows exceptions for...”

We were taken to visit a tobacco farmer and to explore an ecological farm, both prosperous. But my view of the countryside on the way to these locations revealed miles of fertile land, former farms, reclaimed by scrub. Hillside that should have welcomed grazing cattle were void of herds. Small local sheep seemed the only livestock, and even those were not plentiful.

“In general, Cuba has been...”

continued on page 14
World and National News

After Newtown, bishops call for cultural changes
WASHINGTON, DC— Disturbing trends of violence in society should prompt both policy examinations and cultural changes, said committee leaders of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops.

“It is time for our nation to renew a culture of life in our society,” they said a December 21 statement responding to the shooting in Newtown. They urged a reconsideration of national firearm policies, mental-health treatment availability and violence in the entertainment industry, as well as broader efforts to restore the value that society places on human life.

Offering a message of comfort and peace, the bishops extended their prayerful solidarity to all those affected by the “horrible evil.”

“No words can capture your suffering,” they acknowledged. “We look to Christ, his words and deeds and, ultimately, to his cross and resurrection. It is in Jesus that we place our hope.”

Respect for human nature is key to peace, Pope says

“Peace is not a dream or something utopian; it is possible,” Pope Benedict XVI insists in his message for the 46th World Day of Peace. The World Day of Peace was celebrated on January 1. The Pope’s message for the 2013 observance is titled “Blessed are the Peacemakers.”

In his message the Pope says that “the desire for peace is an essential aspiration” of all men. “Man is made for peace, which is God’s gift,” he writes, adding that “peace is both a messianic gift and the fruit of human effort.”

Topics covered in the wide-ranging papal message include religious freedom, the issues of work and unemployment, the food crisis, the financial crisis, and the role of the family in education.

The theme of the Pope’s message is that peace is imperiled by ideologies that fail to acknowledge the fundamental truths of human nature.

He writes: “The denial of what makes up the true nature of human beings in its essential dimensions, its intrinsic capacity to know the true and the good, and, ultimately, to know God Himself, jeopardizes peacemaking.”

These truths about human nature, the Pope emphasized, are not merely beliefs of the Catholic Church. “They are inscribed in human nature itself, accessible to reason and thus common to all humanity.”

National Migration Week observed January 6-12
WASHINGTON, DC— National Migration Week was observed in dioceses around the country January 6-12. This year’s theme, “We are Strangers No Longer: Our Journey of Hope Continues,” included a postcard campaign that calls for comprehensive immigration reform.

This year’s theme also celebrates the tenth anniversary of the joint pastoral letter, “Strangers No Longer: Together on a Journey of Hope,” issued by the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) and the Conferencia del Episcopado Mexicano in 2003. In the pastoral letter the bishops reflected on migration between Mexico and the United States as a “sign of the times” that is necessary and beneficial, with promises and challenges.

“Catholics have a responsibility to welcome newcomers into our communities and parishes, help them integrate and provide material and spiritual support that will allow them to flourish,” said Archbishop José Gomez of Los Angeles, chairman of the USCCB Committee on Migration.

“National Migration Week is an opportunity for the Church to remember and reflect on these obligations.”

As part of this year’s National Migration Week celebration the USCCB Migration and Refugee Services launched a postcard campaign that calls on Congress to pass fair and comprehensive immigration reform that would:

- Provide a path to citizenship for undocumented persons in the country.
- Preserve family unity as a cornerstone of our national immigration system.
- Provide legal paths for low-skilled immigrant workers to come and work in the United States.
- Provide due process protections to immigration enforcement policies.

Address the root causes of migration caused by persecution and economic disparity.

“The administration and Congress should work together to secure legislation that will provide a path to citizenship for undocumented immigrants, provide legal means for migrants to enter our nation to work and reform the system to allow family reunification,” Archbishop Gomez said.

The observance of National Migration Week began over a quarter century ago by the U.S. bishops to give Catholics an opportunity to take stock of the wide diversity of peoples in the Church and the ministries serving them.

Christian population of England and Wales falls
LONDON, England—The percentage of residents of England and Wales who identify themselves as Christians fell from 72% in 2001 to 59% in 2011, according to census statistics released in December.

The same decade witnessed a sharp rise in those with “no religion” (15% in 2001 to 25% in 2011) and a rise in the Muslim population (3% to nearly 5%). The percentage of Hindus, Sikhs, Jews, and Buddhists remained nearly steady.

13 new Catholic schools to be built in Melbourne
Melbourne, Australia—The Archdiocese of Melbourne’s Catholic education office has announced that it will open 10 primary schools and three secondary schools in the suburbs of Melbourne, Australia’s second-largest city.

146,400 students are enrolled in the archdiocese’s 329 Catholic schools; enrollment has increased 10% since 2003. “This is a much higher proportion of new enrollments than we’re used to,” said the executive director of Catholic Education Melbourne, Stephen Elder. He said the schools will be in areas where new housing developments are under construction.

Catholic education in the Archdiocese of Melbourne is a leading provider of school education. It represents the sixth-largest education system in Australia, operating in the third-largest Catholic diocese in the world.
Bishops must re-evangelize all the Americas

ROME, Italy—In Rome in mid-December for a conference commemorating the 15th anniversary of the papal exhortation Evangelii Nuntiandi, Archbishop William Lori of Baltimore said that pastors must work together to re-evangelize the Americas.

“I think it’s important for us to recognize the common Christian identity of the continent of America, and for that we only have to turn to our Lady of Guadalupe,” he said. “With the advent of such rapid communications, trade, with the common problems that we are facing such as the drug trafficking, there is a great need for us to work together.

“And as I observe the United States of America and as I see that all of the growth in population is coming from immigration, it is almost self-evident that we have to work together, that we have to forge, strengthen those bonds of communion and solidarity so that we can unite in re-evangelizing the whole continent,” he continued.

“It’s important for bishops and priests to give our people the tools they need to go forth and evangelize the world, to build this civilization of love,” Archbishop Lori added. “So often I think there are missed opportunities when preaching becomes rather general, when, in fact, our families our professional men and women and our children are facing so many challenges in our culture.’’

World population: 32% Christian, 23% Muslim

The world population is 32% Christian, 23% Muslim, 15% Hindu, 7% Buddhist, and 0.2% Jewish, according to a new demographic study from the Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion & Public Life.

The Pew Forum found that 157 countries have a majority Christian population, while 49 have a majority Muslim population. The five nations with the largest Christian population are the United States, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, and the Philippines. The average Muslim (23) is younger than the average Christian (30).

Obama calls conscience clause ‘ill-advised’

President Barack Obama called a conscience clause for military chaplains in the National Defense Authorization Act “unnecessary and ill-advised.”

The provision ordered that no member of the armed forces may require a chaplain to perform a rite or ceremony that violates the chaplain’s beliefs. Religious liberty advocates and chaplains worried that they may be required to violate their consciences by administering sacraments or officiating at marriage ceremonies for gay service members, which would be contrary to their religious beliefs.

“The Armed Forces shall accommodate the beliefs of a member of the armed forces reflecting the conscience, moral principles, or religious beliefs of the member and, in so far as practicable, may not use such beliefs as the basis of any adverse personnel action, discrimination, or denial of promotion, schooling, training, or assignment,” the bill read.

President Obama, who declared his personal support for gay marriage last year, said the bill’s concerns are unfounded.

“The secretary of defense will ensure that the implementing regulations do not permit or condone discriminatory actions that compromise good order and discipline or otherwise violate military codes of conduct.”

Although he did not agree with the provision, President Obama signed the 680-page bill on January 2, saying that “the need to renew critical defense authorities and funding was too great to ignore.”

Catholic image found under portrait of persecutor

Curators at London’s National Portrait Gallery have made the stunning discovery that a portrait of Sir Francis Walsingham—who led the persecution of Catholics under Queen Elizabeth I— is painted over an image of the Virgin Mary and Child Jesus.

The image under Walsingham’s portrait, discovered by an X-ray of the painting, suggested the possibility that a Catholic artist had deliberately left a distinctly Catholic image beneath the surface. The National Portrait Gallery found a similarly Catholic image—a Flagellation of Christ—underneath a portrait of Thomas Sackville, Queen Elizabeth’s treasurer.

Why purchase memorial property now?

► Now, because …… you and your loved ones make the decisions, not others.
► Now, because …… you are under normal emotional circumstances.
► Now, because …… you can purchase memorial property out of current income.
► Now, because …… cemeteries are not exempt from escalating costs.
► Now, because …… at a time of need, cemetery property must be paid for in full before it may be used.
► Now, because …… you will have a full selection to choose from, including community mausoleums, niches and burial plots.
► Now, because …… purchasing a burial plot in advance offers you the opportunity to pay over one year. We offer two years interest free, when you purchase space in our community mausoleum. The above offer is not available for those who purchase at a time of need.
► Now, because …… the purchase of memorial property is an inevitable task.

You can make the decision now, based on one of the above reasons, or, you can wait until you HAVE to decide. Sometime in the distant future you will be thankful you have taken care of this important matter now. For details call your local cemetery!

Catholic Cemeteries Diocese of Bridgeport
238 Jewett Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06606 • (203) 372-4301

Sicily & Southern Italy to Rome

Led by:
Fr. Matthew Mauriello &
St. Roch Church
Greenwich, CT
$3,399
May 14 - 24, 2013
from New York
For more information contact:
Fr. Matt Mauriello
(203) 869-4176

Sicily—Southern Italy & Rome
Pilgrimage Includes:
• Round-trip air transportation from New York
• First Class Hotels and overnight Ferry to Salerno
• Land transportation via deluxe, private motor coach
• Professional, English-speaking guides
• Tips ($90) and airline taxes & fuel surcharge ($635) to be invoiced
• Breakfast and dinner daily, a Pranzo lunch & one Farewell Dinner.
• Entrance fees to all sites on itinerary

Ecclesia in Pontem - Greece in Peace

Greece & Turkey
May 20 – June 5, 2013
Led by:
Fr. Joe Martin
$5,999
May 20 – June 5, 2013
from New York
For more information contact:
Fr. Joe Martin
(203) 630-6387

Ecclesia in Pontem - Rome - Jerusalem

Italy, Switzerland, & the Holy Land
July 21 – August 2, 2013
Led by:
Fr. Matthew Mauriello
&
St. Roch Church
Greenwich, CT
$3,999
July 21 – August 2, 2013
from New York
For more information contact:
Fr. Matt Mauriello
(203) 869-4176
Vocations

Late vocations boon for the Church

WESTON, MA—According to the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate, the population of Catholics in the United States has risen by more than 18 million during the last forty years. As a result, there is an increasing need for priests to serve the faithful of the Church.

Priests in the Diocese of Bridgeport attend a number of different seminaries, based on their background and theological concentration. One of them, Blessed John XXIII National Seminary located in Weston, MA, is unique in that it is the only national seminary in the United States dedicated to the formation of men 30 to 60 years of age. Established in 1964, it is administered by diocesan priests.

Candidates come to the seminary from a wide variety of backgrounds, including law, medicine, business, education, sales, finance, social work and both government and military service. "The diversity of life experiences enriches both the seminary and theological concentration," says Fr. William McAuley, administrator of St. Bridget Parish. At Blessed John XXIII National Seminary, which was founded to assist late vocations, he found encouragement before entering the priesthood.

He was assisted in his path by another John XXIII alumnus, Fr. Frank Winn. Now pastor of St. Paul Parish in Greenwich, Fr. Winn had recently been assigned to St. James Parish when Fr. McAuley began exploring the possibility of a vocation to the priesthood. Fr. Winn had been a media analyst in Manhattan’s competitive advertising world before entering the priesthood.

Fr. McAuley’s first assignment was to St. Catherine of Siena in Trumbull. He was parochial vicar at St. Stephen Parish in Trumbull and St. Mary Parish in Bethel before coming to St. Bridget’s.

“MY PATH TO THE PRIESTHOOD was not traditional,” says Fr. Edward McAuley, administrator of St. Bridget Parish. At Blessed John XXIII National Seminary, which was founded to assist late vocations, he found encouragement from classmates who, like him, had been married and widowed before following a call to the priesthood.

While it is unusual to meet a priest who has been married and raised a family, the Diocese of Bridgeport was already home to Fr. Albert Audette, Jr., a widower with four children and 14 grandchildren. At John XXIII Seminary, Fr. McAuley was in a class of 60 seminarians, about 20 of whom had followed a path similar to his and were widowers with grown children.

The couples was married in St. Stephen Parish in Trumbull at St. Paul Parish in Greenwich, Fr. Winn had recently been assigned to St. James Parish when Fr. McAuley began exploring the possibility of a vocation to the priesthood. Fr. Winn had been a media analyst in Manhattan’s competitive advertising world before entering the priesthood.

Fr. McAuley’s first assignment was to St. Catherine of Siena in Trumbull. He was parochial vicar at St. Stephen Parish in Trumbull and St. Mary Parish in Bethel before coming to St. Bridget’s.

“My path to the priesthood was not traditional,” he says. “Blessed John XXIII National Seminary is exclusively a seminary for later vocations to the priesthood. I found it especially helpful to find classmates who were also widowed.” At Blessed John XXIII, men are offered a program of priestly formation in an environment specifically suited for the adult learner. “God calls us at different times,” observes Fr. Robert Kinnally, director of vocations for the Diocese of Bridgeport and himself a late vocation. “God must want the value that our experiences contribute to our ministry. But it can be harder for a man with a later vocation.”

He points out that both the educational and social needs of men with a late vocation are different from those of the traditional undergraduate. “I’m glad we have a wonderful place like Blessed John XXIII National Seminary. They do a great job of making the transition a smooth one, and the men really support one another.”

During the almost 50-year history of Blessed John XXIII National Seminary, 600 of its alumni have served in over 130 dioceses and religious orders.

Current seminarians represent 31 dioceses and four religious orders throughout the United States and beyond.

“God wastes nothing,” says Fr. McAuley. “His plan is always best. At St. Bridget’s, I’m definitely where God wants me to be.”

(Men interested in discerning a vocation to the priesthood can call Fr. Kinnally: 203.416.1512. For more information about Blessed John XXIII National Seminary, visit their website: www.blessedjohnxxiii.edu.)
Vocations

A Long Way Around

By GEORGE CASSIDY

A life-changing event reset Deacon Ralph Segura on his path to the priesthood.

Ralph Segura was not close to God in early life, but a double-barreled spiritual awakening and a traumatic personal event have brought him to what he believes is a comfortable, personal relationship and a meaningful vocation.

Deacon Ralph is a transitional deacon, which means that he is in his final year of studies for the priesthood. He is assigned to St. Aloysius Parish in New Canaan. St. Aloysius’ pastor, Msgr. William Scheyd, asked for Deacon Ralph to be assigned since his academic work was complete and he was available for parish duties. The partnership seems to be working, since both Deacon Ralph and Msgr. Scheyd are hopeful he’ll be permanently assigned to the parish after his ordination next year.

Deacon Ralph is a 50-year-old Norwalk native and this is his second stint in the seminary. Like most Catholic kids, he completed the first cycle of sacraments in childhood: Baptism, Confession, Communion and Confirmation. From that time until well into young manhood, he remained outside the Church, living what he characterizes as a “wayward existence.”

During this period, drifting through his teens and twenties, he was afflicted by unease and dissatisfaction with the apparent lack of direction in his personal affairs. Those feelings led him to explore various spiritual and secular

➤ CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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Enthusiasm for Catholic Schools

Students think learning Chinese calligraphy is fun. They love examining the innards of a calf heart. A one-celled creature, viewed under a microscope, opens new worlds for them. They all experience in an Advent liturgy or Living Nativity, fill their hearts with joy. They are eager, curious, bursting with energy and creativity.

Catholic schools week, observed January 27-February 2 this year, will feature special Masses, open houses, and activities for students, families, parishioners, and the wider community. It’s worth dropping by. Enjoy the kids’ artwork. Follow the year’s activities in photos posted on the bulletin board. Listen to songs from a dozen different cultures. Visit the computer room (the latest project: trace the roots of Roman architecture) and the biology lab (human anatomy, with a nervous system fashioned out of clay).

From tissue paper snowflakes in Pre-K to advanced robotics as a senior class project, Catholic schools in the Diocese of Bridgeport embody this year’s logo from the National Catholic Educational Association: a chart of steady growth culminating in the highest achievement of all, a cross representing the faith that underscores all Catholic education.

We have the right to boast about our Catholic schools: their high test scores, especially in math and science; their ground-breaking promotion of STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) programs; and their encouragement of multicultural education. Above all, we can boast of the love of learning students gain in our schools.

Every one of them, in their knowledge and enthusiasm, is an outstanding assertion of the success of Catholic education.

Bringing faith to the unspeakable

Goodness exists. The words might seem like blind faith or pure folly in the face of the murder of 20 children and six adults. But it was there for the eyes of the world to see: the great dignity and love of the parents; the selflessness of teachers who ran into the line of fire and threw their bodies on top of the children to protect them; the courage and compassion of First Responders; the profound generosity of those who volunteered and donated as an act of solidarity with the bereft parents.

We will never forget the prayerful and deeply human witness of Msgr. Robert Weiss, pastor of St. Rose of Lima Parish. While the world was watching in shock and sadness, he became the face of the Catholic Church: compassionate, open, pastoral. His priestly presence after the horrific violence brought the Church to bear in the most intimate and powerful way in the lives of those who were suffering.

Msgr. Weiss was the first clergy person present at the school, before the world knew what happened. And throughout the ordeal, he was joined by the other priests, deacons, Sisters and lay ministers of St. Rose of Lima who worked around the clock under considerable stress to bring healing to their wounded parish.

“We’re told that the loss of these children will change everything. It already has changed all of us. The question is what we do about it. How do we change ourselves,” Msgr. Robert Weiss said in one of his homilies as he challenged mourners “to build a culture of life.”

It’s clear we have much more work to do as a society. How could we not feel that we’ve failed our children? Yet the Church offers us a path toward reverence and respect for life; a place to stand before the altar broken and find wholeness in the sacrament of unity. People brought one of the worst days in American history to the Church because they had nowhere else to go with it. And in the response of priests and the embrace of a faith community, the healing began.

THE ROAD TO NEWTOWN

By DON HARRISON

Some would call it divine intervention. I am in no position to disagree. On the Saturday immediately prior to Christmas, my wife Patti and I made the 18-mile trek from our home in Fairfield to Newtown. Our intent was to visit St. Rose of Lima church and say a prayer for the 26 victims of the massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School. No fewer than eight of the 20 slain children were parishioners at St. Rose.

As we approached the church, we found a parking lot filled with cars, many of which were police vehicles from communities throughout Connecticut. On the opposite side of church Hill Road, nearly a dozen media cameras were in place to record...what?

Entering St. Rose through a side door, we were stunned to discover that the funeral had just begun for one of the victims, Josephine “Joey” Grace Gay, 7. Msgr. Robert Weiss, the pastor, was concelebrating the service with more than a dozen priests.

“You should be angry,” Msgr. Weiss told the large gathering of mourners that included former U.S. Congressman Christopher Shays and his wife, Betsy. “But don’t hold on to it.”

Josephine Gay, who had turned seven just three days prior to the shootings at her elementary school, was autistic and unable to speak. But her father, Bob Gay, told the congregation, “You don’t need words to say, ‘I love you.’”

He and Josephine’s mother, Michele, spoke of their daugther’s many gifts and the life lessons she taught them. “Don’t sweat the small stuff. It’s all small stuff,” he related. “Even the smallest of us can do great things.”

All of us, big and small, can do something great for Josephine Gay and all of the other victims of this tragedy, to ensure that they did not die in vain.

It is crystal clear to me and a growing number of Americans that semi- and automatic weapons should be limited to the military and law enforcement personnel. Adam Lanza used a semi-automatic weapon, the assault-style Bushmaster AR-15, to murder his mother, the 20 students and six educators at Sandy Hook Elementary on the morning of December 14.

Nobody—aside from the military and law enforcement—needs a weapon that can kill dozens of people within a few ticks of the clock. The NRA and other pro-gun proponents will cite the Second Amendment—the right to keep and bear arms—but keep it in context. The founding fathers drafted this amendment in a long-ago era when guns were muskets and the shooter was required to reload a bullet and gunpowder after each shot.

This is a complex problem. Violence in movies, TV and video games, along with mental illness and our current policies of closing hospitals and cutting counseling services, all contribute to these mass killings. From the elementary school in Newtown to the deliberately set fire in Webster, NY, from a shopping mall in Portland, OR, to a movie theater in Aurora, CO, from a house of worship in Oak Creek, WI, to a café in Seattle, WA.

All of these atrocities occurred in calendar year 2012. There have been too many others in the recent past, notably the killing of 32 people on the Virginia Tech campus in 2007 and the 1999 carnage at Columbine Middle School in Littleton, CO, that resulted in 15 deaths, including the two shooters.

Here is how we can do to prevent such atrocity from happening in the future. Contact your representatives, and tell them that gun laws must be strengthened. Implore them to create legislation that will ban assault-type weapons and 30-round magazines from the public.

The ban won’t address mental-health issues that often play a role in these heinous assaults. But taking assault weapons off the street could reduce the number of mass shootings.
The saint who ever consoles me

John Bosco's who died at age 15, only three years after coming to the boys' town to learn from the priest he revered. He was proclaimed a saint by Pope Pius XII in 1954.

I remember a summer day when my John was 15. I was at the kitchen sink washing vegetables. He came up behind me, lifted me by my bent elbows and said, laughing, "Mom, you better pray you raised me right." He was referring to his strength—so like his patron saint's—that I always told him had to be used for the good of others. I laughed back and said, "I did, I named you after St. John Bosco."

Born in poverty, raised by a mother who was ever concerned about his spiritual care, this boy John—brilliant, strong, a tight-rope walker, a juggler, even a magician—also had a phenomenal memory. He was known to be able to repeat the sermons he heard at Mass, word for word. He could accomplish just about anything he chose to try, like playing the violin, tailoring, blacksmithing, woodworking, making cold drinks, liqueurs and pastries.

With his tremendous skills, he could have been successful at any number of worldly vocations. But he was being called by a different voice, and he knew it. He entered the seminary.

On Trinity Sunday, June 5, 1841, John Bosco was ordained a priest in the Church of St. Francis of Assisi in Italy, and became known as Don Bosco, which was then the traditional manner of addressing priests. He did not know at that moment what his life work would be, but four months after his ordination, something happened that definitely changed his life. He met an orphan who was trying to keep warm inside the church, while the sacristan wasW 1722

With a faery, hand in hand, To the waters and the wild rosemary, who was institutionalized after a frontal lobotomy, asked, "Mom, do you know it's not nice?"

She was asking about my tremendous admiration for Don Bosco who was also inspired because he was a book-lover. In fact, he obtained printing presses for his students, and taught his boys to run them, publishing, as was written, "beautifully crafted" books. He emphasized, "How many souls have been saved by good books; how many have been prevented from evil; and how many have been encouraged to do good..."

Fast forward to August 1993: My son John and his wife Nancy had recently bought a new home in Montana, and called to tell me they were taking a trip to Idaho. I said have-a-good-time and I'll talk to you at the end of the week. Somehow I was restless and decided to take a slow trip through Vermont to visit family members in Albany, Bridgeport, urging Catholics to think about the future of the Church. Msgr. Jerald Doyle, the administrator of the Diocese of Bridgeport, urged Catholics to be present at the end of what became the "Oratory of St. Francis De Sales," where pupils could be trained by the new religious order Don Bosco founded, the Salesians, named for a saint he so loved, St. Francis de Sales.

As a writer, I must also admit that my tremendous admiration for Don Bosco was also inspired because he was a book-lover. In fact, he obtained printing presses for his students, and taught his boys to run them, publishing, as was written, "beautifully crafted" books. He emphasized, "How many souls have been saved by good books; how many have been prevented from evil; and how many have been encouraged to do good..."

In our house, the questions usually start when I’m hanging the American flag on the front porch. What happened? When? Where?

Well, we used to be these buildings in New York City... Well, a long time ago at a place called Pearl Harbor...

Well, on the eleventh hour on the eleventh day of the eleventh month...

These are not easy conversations. The answers eat away at a child’s belief that the world is filled only with goodness. The hardest question, always, is “Why?”

To the waters and the wild rosemary, who was institutionalized after a frontal lobotomy, asked, "Mom, do you know it's not nice?"

She was asking about my tremendous admiration for Don Bosco who was also inspired because he was a book-lover. In fact, he obtained printing presses for his students, and taught his boys to run them, publishing, as was written, "beautifully crafted" books. He emphasized, "How many souls have been saved by good books; how many have been prevented from evil; and how many have been encouraged to do good..."

In our house, the questions usually start when I’m hanging the American flag on the front porch. What happened? When? Where?

Well, we used to be these buildings in New York City... Well, a long time ago at a place called Pearl Harbor...

Well, on the eleventh hour on the eleventh day of the eleventh month...

These are not easy conversations. The answers eat away at a child’s belief that the world is filled only with goodness. The hardest question, always, is “Why?”

Parents everywhere struggled to explain the senseless shootings in Newtown to their naturally curious children. Parents everywhere struggled to explain it to themselves.

For me, the tragedy brought to mind William Butler Yeats’s "The Stolen Child," a moonlit, fever-dream of a poem that exists in the mortal world and the world of the fairies. Children who stumble into this supernatural realm can be lulled by its residents into staying forever. The fairies whisper temptations: "Come away, O human child!"

To the waters and the wild rosemary, who was institutionalized after a frontal lobotomy, asked, "Mom, do you know it's not nice?"

She was asking about my tremendous admiration for Don Bosco who was also inspired because he was a book-lover. In fact, he obtained printing presses for his students, and taught his boys to run them, publishing, as was written, "beautifully crafted" books. He emphasized, "How many souls have been saved by good books; how many have been prevented from evil; and how many have been encouraged to do good..."
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Well, on the eleventh hour on the eleventh day of the eleventh month...

These are not easy conversations. The answers eat away at a child’s belief that the world is filled only with goodness. The hardest question, always, is “Why?”

Parents everywhere struggled to explain the senseless shootings in Newtown to their naturally curious children. Parents everywhere struggled to explain it to themselves.

For me, the tragedy brought to mind William Butler Yeats’s "The Stolen Child," a moonlit, fever-dream of a poem that exists in the mortal world and the world of the fairies. Children who stumble into this supernatural realm can be lulled by its residents into staying forever. The fairies whisper temptations: "Come away, O human child!"

To the waters and the wild rosemary, who was institutionalized after a frontal lobotomy, asked, "Mom, do you know it's not nice?"

She was asking about my tremendous admiration for Don Bosco who was also inspired because he was a book-lover. In fact, he obtained printing presses for his students, and taught his boys to run them, publishing, as was written, "beautifully crafted" books. He emphasized, "How many souls have been saved by good books; how many have been prevented from evil; and how many have been encouraged to do good..."
Catholic Schools Week

January 27-February 2

Schools begin instruction in Chinese

By PAT HENNESSY

“Ni hao” at St. Catherine of Siena School in Trumbull greet their Chinese teacher. The greeting (Mandarin Chinese for “hello”) is becoming familiar to students and teachers throughout the diocese as all Catholic schools begin the teaching of Mandarin this semester. Whether it is offered as an optional enrichment program, as at St. Catherine’s, or is a regular part of the curriculum, all schools will give students the opportunity to become familiar with the language of the world’s second super power.

With the importance China has in the global economy, it is important for our students to have an understanding of the language and culture of that country,” says Dr. Dames, who visited China this past year. “All of our schools are offering programs in Chinese this semester.”

Dr. Dames emphasizes that the decision to integrate Chinese into the curriculum of the diocesan schools won’t replace the Spanish language instruction already in place in the school system. Rather, a level of comfort with Chinese will help students develop a global awareness. “This is the 21st century,” Dr. Dames points out. “We live in a global society.”

“Our teacher is a native of China, and she’s wonderful,” says Beth Hamilton, St. Catherine’s principal. St. Catherine’s Chinese enrichment is offered to students from second through fifth grades. “The first day she brought in a panda bear, and had the students learn to tell their names to the panda. It was warm and comforting. For the ones who were shy speaking a new language, it put them at ease.”

“They absorb so fast at this age,” says Wenyen Witkowsky, who grew up in Shanghai. A former teacher in the New Haven public school system, she also runs an enrichment class at St. Thomas Aquinas School in Fairfield and at a Chinese language school, and she tutors students privately.

She teaches the class primarily in Chinese, teaching first familiar words for family—mom, dad, brother, sister, baby. The students have learned a cheerful song “I love my family.” Repetition of the simple tune anchors the words in their minds.

As the Christmas season approached, students learned the words not only for the holiday but for snow, snowman, and presents. As the Chinese New Year approaches, they’ll learn words for the special activities and foods that accompany the festivities. Witkowsky encourages their work with the frequent encouragement of “hén hão”—good job!

Students not only learn not only the words themselves but the Chinese characters for them, and practice the gentle art of producing the words. “I like to write the Chinese letters,” says fifth-grader Stephen Valluzzo, who thinks it’s cool to learn new languages. “You can travel places and know how to talk to people.”

He credits his excellent accent in Chinese to the fact that it’s his third language. He’s already familiar with a second language, Spanish, which he studies at St. Catherine’s.

While St. Catherine’s already has Chinese enrichment classes in place, St. Joseph School in Danbury started it with the beginning of the January semester. “We’re going to start off slowly, says Lisa Lanni, St. Joseph’s principal.

St. Joseph’s was the latest diocesan school to receive national Blue Ribbon School status. Lanni plans to move from an after-school enrichment program to a regular part of the curriculum, starting in pre-kindergarten. “As they move up the ladder, it will become a cultural experience—especially the art aspect, which makes it creative and fun for the kids—as well as a language experience,” she says. “My goal isn’t merely for the here and now. To have these kids graduate eighth grade knowing three languages—I wish I had that when I was a kid. I’m very excited about the prospect.”

Across the diocese in Greenwich Catholic School, the pre-k and kindergarten classes will also be the first to add Chinese to their learning experience. “Greetings, colors, numbers—there are so many ways to incorporate it,” says Joan Williams, the school’s enrichment and STEM teacher. “When the youngest ones practice counting, they can learn numbers and the Chinese words for those at the same time.”

Elements of Chinese culture will be included in all areas of the curriculum. “In the middle school, the computer teacher can have them do the research on Chinese New Year,” Williams says. “The religion teacher can ask them to find the patron saints in China. Older students can research the status of the Church in China. Do they celebrate Christmas? Our aim is to have every teacher bring in a little bit.”

Following this semester, teachers will get together and share what works.

“We have to recognize the prominent position China has in the 21st Century,” says Dr. Dames. Looking ahead, diocesan schools will explore the possibility of teacher exchanges and the opportunity for study abroad for students at the high school level.
BRIDGEPORT—Dawn Pilotti, the middle school social studies teacher at St. Ann School in Bridgeport, was the recipient of the “Tim Russet Making A Difference Award” presented at the 2012 benefit dinner for The Inner-City Foundation For Charity & Education on October 25.

Long a supporter of Catholic schools, the late Tim Russert had spoken on more than one occasion at the Inner-City Foundation dinner. In 2001 he established the “Making A Difference Award.” He enumerated three qualities to be possessed by a “Making A Difference Award” winner: a teacher who “goes the extra mile” one who “donates their time,” and a teacher who “stays after school to work with the kids.”

Originally, the award was to be presented annually during his lifetime. Following Russert’s untimely death in 2008, in honor of his commitment to The Inner-City Foundation, the board of directors voted unanimously to continue the award. The diocesan Office for Education selects the award winner.

Theresa Tillinger, St. Ann’s principal, nominated Pilotti for the award. “She exemplifies the qualities of this award more than any teacher I have ever encountered,” Tillinger wrote in her nomination. “She has made a difference in the lives of countless children, both in the way she has advocated for individual students and their families, and the way she has inspired groups of children to make a difference in their world.”

She gave numerous examples of Pilotti’s interaction with children, including her support of the National Parks Service BioBlitz program, her work with the school’s Mock Trial team, and her involvement with Arts Integration projects which gained the attention of the Acropolis Museum in Athens.

Most notably, Tillinger mentioned Pilotti’s encouragement of the Free the Children movement that enveloped the entire St. Ann School community. With Pilotti’s guidance and support, students set up lemonade stands, made bottle cap jewelry, and engaged in a number of other efforts to raise money to build a school in Africa. They exceeded to the point where the Free the Children organization chose St. Ann for their International Big Dreamers award for two consecutive years. After four St. Ann students traveled to Kenya on a Free the Children scholarship to help build the school they had raised funds for, St. Ann’s was featured in November in a “60 Minutes” television segment.

Dawn Pilotti holds a bachelor of science degree in mathematics and the history of art and archaeology from Fairfield University, post-graduate credit from the International University in Athens, Greece, and a master’s in the history of art and archaeology from New York University. She has lectured in the galleries of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, was the former assistant director of the Walsh Art Gallery at Fairfield University and was named the School of Arts Professor of the Year. St. Ann’s students have named her Teacher of the Year twice.

ST. ANN TEACHER Dawn Pilotti (right, back row) makes a difference in her students’ lives whether she’s helping them raise funds for a school in Kenya or working with the school’s Mock Trial team. Pilotti was awarded the “Making A Difference” award at the Inner-City Foundation benefit dinner.
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**Catholic Schools Week**

**St. Raphael science lab**

By PAT HENNESSY

“To have this little gem of a school in the Hollow section of Bridgeport—it’s an oasis of learning,” says Dr. Margaret Dames, superintendent of schools for the Diocese of Bridgeport, speaking of St. Raphael School.

The bright, cheerful science lab at St. Raphael’s is a result of the vision of its principal, Sr. Deborah Lopez, ASCJ, and the generosity of an anonymous donor. “We are so blessed to have this beautiful space!” says Sr. Deborah. “When I came here in 2010, this donor said to me, ‘What is your vision for the school? What would you like to have?’”

Her response was immediate—a dedicated science lab. “You can’t do a science curriculum in a classroom anymore,” she says, going on to explain that, at St. Raphael, science starts with the pre-K class. “When the youngest children come up to this floor and start setting up their growing kits, you might as well be taking them to Harvard. They’re that excited.”

The donor has given $38,000 to ensure that the lab at St. Raphael’s is equipped with everything necessary, not just microscopes and test tubes but a waterproof floor that can handle water table experiments gone awry, and moveable tables that can be reconfigured to facilitate everything from group work to aerodynamics. “When the students were studying vectors, they designed their own airplanes and laid out a measured course to evaluate how far each design flew,” says Sr. Deborah, smiling widely at the memory. In stocking the lab, St. Raphael’s drew on the expertise of Sr. Lisa Florio, RN, ASCJ, a science specialist who at that time was working in Pennsylvania. As luck would have it, Sr. Lisa joined the faculty of St. Raphael as their science teacher this year.

“We needed safety things first, things like a fire blanket, an ultraviolet goggle sterilizer, and eye bath,” Sr. Lisa says. “After that, the students had to learn how to use equipment, everything from graduated beakers to an electron microscope.” A SMARTboard and a portable projector links slides or student diagrams to a large screen so that a class can see details as fine as the grain in a rock or surprising life in puddles of rainwater.

At St. Raphael’s, students learn to view science as a whole. The three physical sciences—biology, chemistry, and physics—are explored in greater depth each year, whether students are growing plants in the younger classes, learning about the solar system in fifth grade or analyzing chemical and physical reactions in the eighth grade.

In common with schools throughout the Diocese of Bridgeport, science at St. Raphael’s is integrated into the STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) curriculum. They employ all these elements when they try to estimate the optimal vectors for racing Hot Wheels, or design packaging to protect eggs dropped from the top floor onto the parking lot.

“Beyond that, the curriculum integrates science into visual and language arts. “How will you describe your experiment? How will you follow up on reporting?” Sr. Lisa asks students. All summaries have to be given in well-written sentences, with correct grammar. “If you ever get published in a scientific journal, you have to be able to write correctly,” she tells them.

The encouraging, welcoming atmosphere at St. Raphael’s, which offers not only a pre-K class but before and after school activities, provides an atmosphere in which students can aspire to be published in journals—or succeed in any endeavor they choose.

“The generosity of our benefactor will have repercussions for many years to come and will help us to prepare countless students for high school and college—and beyond!” says Sr. Deborah.

---

**Make a Difference from Page 15**

the coordinator of school programs for the Metropolitan Museum of Art Cast Collection at Fairfield University. She teaches as an adjunct professor of Art History at Fairfield University, where she was recently nominated for adjunct professor of the Year.

“While her biographical sketch is impressive, it is her passion for educating and advocating for students of all ages that is inspiring,” Tillinger wrote. “She has made, and continues to make a difference by empowering young people to know that they, too, can make a difference.”

“It was an honor to recognize a person of the caliber of Dawn Pilotti,” says Dr. Margaret Dames, superintendent of schools for the Diocese of Bridgeport. “She exemplifies the qualities of an outstanding Catholic school educator.”

---
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Bioengineering teaches independent thinking

By Pat Hennessy

“Engineering is a way of thinking, a particular learning strategy,” says Jo-Anne Jakab, principal of Kolbe-Cathedral High School in Bridgeport. “It emphasizes problem solving skills—students learn by doing.”

The emphasis on hands-on learning and problem solving demanded by engineering has led Kolbe to offer engineering courses as part of their curriculum. “We have been offering engineering courses in our curriculum for four years now,” says Jakab. Engineering I, introduction to engineering design, introduces students to basic engineering concepts.

The latest offering, biomedical engineering, combines biomedical—environmental, chemical, and civil engineering components. “We have been offering engineering courses in our curriculum for four years now,” says Jakab. Engineering I, introduction to engineering design, introduces students to basic engineering concepts.

“The emphasis on hands-on learning and problem solving demanded by engineering has led Kolbe to offer engineering courses as part of their curriculum. “We have been offering engineering courses in our curriculum for four years now,” says Jakab. Engineering I, introduction to engineering design, introduces students to basic engineering concepts.

Bioengineering teaches independent thinking

On one December morning the class was concluding their study of the circulatory system by dissecting and analyzing the heart of a calf. Mostly seniors at Kolbe with a scattering of juniors, they’ve already studied the respiratory system and the lungs, and have seen how the oxygenated blood goes through the heart. They built clay models of a heart, complete with arteries and veins, and learned what a working heart should look like.

Now the discovery process begins. Working in small groups, they reference a demo on their computer, and the curriculum is no textbook. Every kid has a flash drive. Links can lead to basic engineering concepts.

“Observe before you start cutting,” teacher Bethany Blackwood cautions. Rather than standing in front of the classroom and directing their actions, she moves from table to table, answering questions and making suggestions as needed.

Blackwood had trained this past summer with Project Lead the Way. “With this process, students don’t have a recipe to follow,” she says. “We don’t even have a textbook. Every kid has a computer, and the curriculum is on the flash drive. Links can lead them deeper into the subject, if they’re interested. They’re independently learning.”

The group around one table shows Blackwood what they are sure is the aorta, but it seems clogged with some spongy material. “Keep in mind that when something dies, organs start to change,” she advises them, affirming that they have, indeed, found the heart’s main artery.

The students in this group trace black dots that turn out to be veins, and jump when a blood clot explodes under their instruments. “It’s not common to have a blood clot in an animal this young,” notes Dominique Jackson, a junior who is interested in a career in forensics. She points out that the heart is unexpectedly large for a young animal. “There’s a lot of fat on it. You can tell the hormones in their feed are already working on it.”

Dominique muses that, if the hormones affect an animal this young, they probably produce a similar result in people. “I’ve never had a class where you can really cut up a heart,” she says. “It’s investigation. You don’t know what you will find.”

This February, Blackwood hopes to take the class on a field trip to the University of Pittsburgh, where Project Lead the Way has its headquarters, for a course on tissue regeneration. Several Kolbe students, along with members of the High School Engineering Academy held at Lauralton Hall, took part in a field trip to St. Vincent’s Medical Center in December. They examined state-of-the-art medical equipment and heard from professionals in a field that, if they decide to pursue their interest further, they will be well prepared to enter.

EXAMINATION OF A CALF HEART encourages critical thinking in a biomedical engineering course at Kolbe-Cathedral High School. Teacher Bethany Blackwood encourages independent learning.

(PHOTO BY PAT HENNESSY)
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FAIRFIELD—What happens to young people with disabilities when they have completed their education? What will my young adult do once they stop going to school? This is a question that the staff at St. Catherine Academy was challenged to answer as students began to complete their educational program at the diocesan school for special needs children.

“We began to assist parents with connecting with agencies who provide services once a student turns 21 and is no longer eligible for education benefits,” says Helen Burland, president of St. Catherine Academy. “And then one day, we were asked, really challenged, to consider extending our program beyond the traditional age 21 to include young people who are looking for a continued learning experience with community and vocational experiences.”

St. Catherine Academy, founded in 1999, is a diocesan school that serves the academic, vocational, life and social skills needs of children with intellectual and other disabilities. The program has an elementary/middle school component; an adapted high school component and a transition program. Students are referred by their home school districts or are privately placed by their parents.

In 2012, the KOCH Foundation of Gainesville, FL, funded a grant request submitted by St. Catherine’s to support a planning year aimed at evaluating the feasibility of offering a program that would continue their mission with a continuum of services for individuals beyond age 21 with developmental or cognitive disabilities. This program would build on the mission and success of St. Catherine’s to create opportunities for individuals to participate in community life; develop and reinforce life skill competencies; support individuals’ abilities to make personal choices for their future; and assist in maintaining relationships with family members and friends—all in an environment that treats them with dignity and respect.

The grant supported hiring a program coordinator whose responsibility is to research existing services, assess the need in the surrounding community and evaluate the feasibility and sustainability of such a program. Laura Grozier, a parishioner at St. Thomas More Parish in Darien, was hired in September and has been reaching out to current service providers to develop an inventory of services currently available. In addition, she has interviewed parents who have students and young people in order to develop an understanding of elements in a program that would be desirable. The final piece of the background research included an online survey that was sent to all school districts in Fairfield County to complete the assessment.

Beginning in January, Grozier will be collaborating with Professor Kathy Giapponi of the Fairfield University Dolan School of Business, who teaches an undergraduate class in strategic planning for nonprofit organizations. Professor Giapponi and her class will be tackling some of the elements of the plan that includes transportation, funding and sustainability. This collaboration and the feasibility study was a key element of the grant.

At the conclusion of the planning year, the school advisory board at St. Catherine Academy and the administration of the Diocese of Bridgeport will meet to discuss whether or not to move forward with this expansion. This would require approval from the Department of Developmental Services of the State of Connecticut. This process can take up to six months and includes an extensive application and site visit.

As St. Catherine Academy looks into providing a continuing learning experience for students who have passed their 21st birthday, students and young people are looking for a continued learning experience with community and vocational experiences.”
alternatives, which were plentiful in the 1990s, trying to add value. Eventually, they brought him back to his childhood Catholic roots. Beginning with a tentative phone call to his former parish priest and the gift of a Bible from his mother, he soon immersed himself in religion to add depth to what he felt was a two-dimensional existence.

Eventually and naturally, his religious interests focused on the priesthood as a life’s work. He began his studies in the Diocese of Bridgeport, under the guidance of then Vocations Director Msgr. Stephen DiGiovanni. After taking an undergraduate degree in philosophy from Fairfield’s Sacred Heart University, he was assigned for graduate work at the North American College in Rome. It was there that his road to the priestly life ended for the first time. At the end of his second year in Rome, just a little way short of ordination, Deacon Ralph was beset by doubts. “Celibacy was not a concern in all this,” he asserts strongly; that common stumbling block for clerical aspirants didn’t figure in his decision to return to the world. Instead, he believed that he was not ready to move forward to a permanent commitment. His belief, at the time, that there was “something else out in the world” led him, at the age of 36, to abandon his studies and return to a business career.

Back in the world, at first Deacon Ralph maintained just a nominal relationship with religion and the Church. However, the ennui associated with that lifestyle soon had him returning to a regimen of daily prayer and frequent attendance at Mass. Then, late in the evening of Christmas Day 2008, the world stopped.

Returning from a shopping expedition, he stepped into the street. He woke up four days later in a hospital wheelchair. It was at this juncture that Deacon Ralph believes God spoke to him, if not conversationally, then in the form of a strong inspirational push. “I realized I’d been hit by a car. I couldn’t see my body and didn’t know how badly I’d been hurt, but two thoughts came immediately to mind. The first was that there was no use getting angry about my state of affairs. The second was that mending would take some time.”

Time was what he needed just then, to determine the course of his life. “It was as if God had said to me ‘Put yourself in my hands and I’ll make sure things turn out all right.’” He stayed in the hospital for a month. After that there were six months in a wheelchair and additional months in a walker. He wasn’t able to return to work until spring 2010, by which time he was fully and enthusiastically committed to resuming his priestly studies.

Deacon Ralph submitted the extensive credentials required by the Bridgeport Diocese for its aspirants. On a second front, he began arrangements to enter studies in Florida in the event he wasn’t accepted at home. However, Bridgeport came through, assigning him the Mount St. Mary Seminary in Emmitsburg, MD, in
Under the radar, Gibson’s game soars

By DON HARRISON

The fourth-leading scorer in the nation last season played for a college in Connecticut? Jeremy Lamb of UConn? Not even close.

The answer is a name that too few people are aware of—Shane Gibson of Sacred Heart University in Fairfield. The Stamford-born, Killingly-bred 6-foot-2 guard had a breakout season as a junior, averaging 22 points per game, a performance that placed him fourth among all NCAA Division I basketball scorers.

Dave Bike, the huge bear of a man who is in his 35th season as Sacred Heart’s head coach, a man who is in his 35th season

Gibson’s scoring average—the highest in Sacred Heart’s 14 seasons of Division-I competition—resulted from a combination of an indefatigable work ethic and a sublime shooting touch. On some evenings, he would sleep in the Pitt Center on campus and “I’d be at the foul line in the morning. Our team manager, Andrew Owens, he’d rebound all day for me.”

Shane’s .433 percentage from three-point range ranked 12th in the country last winter, and he was also uncommonly accurate from the field (.510) and at the foul line (.862). He holds the Pioneers’ career record for free throw percentage with .844.

Gibson reached a personal peak of 41 points (16-28 FG, 6-13 3-pointers) in a double-overtime loss to Mount St. Mary’s.

An injury to his left knee in pre-season has hampered his senior year and put a damper on the Sacred Heart season, but he nonetheless entered January with a 17.0 scoring average, placing him among the top five in the conference.

In the season opener against Yale, Gibson registered 24 of his game-high 29 points in the second half and overtime, lifting Sacred Heart to a hard-earned 85-82 decision over the Elis. After back-to-back losses, Shane took charge by scoring the Pioneers’ final 11 points in a come-from-behind 64-62 verdict over Stony Brook on the road.

“The knee is still affecting me, but once I get that back, I’ll be back to where I should be,” he says.

Basketball has been part of Gibson’s life for as long as he can recall. His father, Al, coached AAU ball and also officiated the game. “My brother and I were the ball boys for his travel teams,” Shane says.

He was a two-time All-State selection at tiny Killingly High School, soaring for a school-record 52 points in a game against Windham. But he wasn’t widely recruited. Sacred Heart and another Northeast Conference member, Central Connecticut State, offered scholarships, and Quinnipiac, yet another NEC member, showed some interest, but that was about it. Credit Johnny Kidd, a Sacred Heart assistant coach, with sealing the deal.

“I played in an AAU tournament at Sacred Heart when I was 16 years old, and Coach Kidd saw me,” Gibson explains. “Coach Kidd was cool, and I felt that was the right place for me.”

Right place also translates into community service. Gibson and his Sacred Heart teammates volunteer at Dunbar School in Bridgeport, where they mentor students in grades two to four.

Only 34 Connecticut natives have made the quantum leap into the NBA or the American Basketball Association. Could Shane Gibson become the next?

He intends to try. “I do want to play professionally. No other job is going to satisfy me.” He says, “at least at this point in my life.”

Continues from page 18
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Happy to call Trinity Catholic home

By SHANNON RUBIN

Are you familiar with the book *Alice in Wonderland*? It’s about a girl who jumps down a rabbit’s hole and discovers a world that looks pretty similar yet operates far differently from her own. After switching schools, I realize that Lewis Carroll was on to something. Unlike Alice, though, I didn’t fall down a rabbit hole and discover a strange new world; instead I was driven to us by the administration. It really is like I’ve ventured down the rabbit’s hole, and, to be honest, I like it here.

Almost immediately, I was hit with a barrage of questions, ranging from how I liked Trinity to which parts of the uniform (no bus!) 10 miles east in my new uniform (no jeans!) and discovered something that looked familiar but was anything but. I spent my freshman year at Greenwich High School, and I just transferred to Trinity this year. On the outside, the two schools are very similar. Sure, Trinity is much smaller than Greenwich and it is a religious school, but surely they’re not that different. I’m taking the same exact courses now that I would have at Greenwich High and I’m still involved in the same activities outside of and after school. How much difference can size and religious affiliation make?

The answer to that has been clear since I first set foot inside of Trinity. My “shadow day,” where I followed a student around school for the first part of the day, took place in early May. Truth be told, it didn’t seem much different from Greenwich… that is, before I began to notice slight nuances. For one, students actually SAID the Pledge of Allegiance. During homeroom, all the students stood and said the Pledge loud and clearly right after their prayer. This would never, ever happen at Greenwich. Most teachers simply ignored it when the Pledge came on. On the rare occasion where a teacher would actually stop class and encourage us to say the Pledge, only a couple of others and I could be heard muttering as we looked at the flag. Most people kept their mouths sealed, and some couldn’t even be bothered to put their hands over their hearts.

I also found that the paradigms were far different between public and Catholic school kids. I remember that I kept nagging the student that I shadowed about what religion class was like and what she thought about it. The idea was so new to me, since I’d never learned about Catholicism in school before. At one point, she turned the questions on me when she asked about what I was learning in religion class at Greenwich. I laughed and said that there were no religion classes at public schools, which surprised her. I proceeded to give an explanation about “the separation between Church and state as declared in the Constitution” before realizing what a huge dork I sounded like.

Later that day, however, I became the ignorant one. The students in the history class I was in said a Hail Mary before a quiz, and I had absolutely no clue what was going on. Before I knew it, the prayer was over, yet I was left behind, still wondering what on earth I had just experienced. I then took the quiz, which was familiar to me. This accentuated exactly what I thought of Trinity: the main parts, such as how academics were handled, were familiar, yet there were overtones which completely changed the whole feel of the school.

Since I’ve started this school year at Trinity, I’ve noticed other differences between the two schools. For example, at lunch, the most vital part of every student’s day, I bring my lunch and sit with the kids who I most talk to in my classes, just like I did at Greenwich. Most people at both Trinity and Greenwich do the same. However, at Greenwich lunches were utterly unorganized. To give more insight into this, the lunchroom was an acre large and there were never enough seats. Those who bought their lunch normally ended up standing or sitting on the lunch table itself. This is far from the case at Trinity. I have yet to find myself lacking a chair or a space at the table that I want to sit at. (Another difference in the lunches is the food. To be honest, the cookies here are FAR better.)

The final difference I’ve noticed is the way that students treat one another. I don’t know if it is because of the uniforms, the smaller size or the religious upbringing, but people are just overall nicer to one another here. I had plenty of friends at Greenwich, but they were only a tiny fraction of the entire student body. In most classes, I’d never talked to half of the students and I wasn’t friends with the other half. If a new kid arrived in school, nobody would have known or cared.

That was far from what my experience being a new kid at Trinity was like. I simply found the table of somebody who I’d been introduced to on orientation day and asked to sit there. Almost immediately, I was hit with a barrage of questions, ranging from how I liked Trinity to where I was from.

Not only are the Trinity kids nice to new students, they’re nice to pretty much everybody. All in all, I guess I can really just say that the slight distinctions are what make all the difference between Trinity and Greenwich High. It isn’t the obvious reasons, such as the class size and religious denomination, which make the schools so dissimilar as it is the paradigms of the students and the small responsibilities granted to us by the administration. It really is like I’ve ventured down the rabbit’s hole, and, to be honest, I like it here.

(Shannon Rubin is a sophomore at Trinity Catholic High School in Stamford.)
Obituaries

**Sr. Leo Joseph, 87**

WEST HARTFORD—Sr. Mary Leo Joseph Devine, RSM, died on November 30 at St. Joseph Home. She was 87 years old.

Helen Devine was born in Bridgeport on May 1, 1925. She attended St. Augustine School and Central High School before leaving home to enroll in the University of Connecticut. She entered the Sisters of Mercy on June 27, 1945, taking the religious name of Sr. Leo Joseph.

She completed her bachelor’s degree at St. Joseph College in West Hartford and went on to earn a master’s in education and later a PhD in higher education, both from Boston College.

Sr. Leo taught in Catholic elementary and high schools throughout the state for 17 years. She taught at the former St. Mary High School in Greenwich from 1950-51. Following her years as a teacher, Sr. Leo was assistant dean of the Diocesan Sisters College in Madison, and later served as dean of the graduate school at her alma mater, which had now become the University of St. Joseph. Her last assignment was as assistant administrator and director of human resources at St. Mary Home.

She retired in 1996. She was known for her organizational skills, and those who knew her best remember her as gracious, fun-loving and possessed of a keen sense of humor.

A Mass of the Resurrection was celebrated for Sr. Leo Joseph on December 5 in the chapel of St. Joseph Home. Burial in St. Mary Cemetery, West Hartford, took place the following day.

**Sr. Margaret Dougherty, 74**

ALBANY, NY—Sr. Margaret Dougherty, D.C., died on December 17 at the Daughters of Charity senior care residence, St. Louise House, in Albany, NY. She was 74 years old and had celebrated her 50 years as a Daughter of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul this past June.

Born in Hazelton, PA, on November 24, 1938, Margaret Mary Dougherty was one of seven children. She spent the first 22 years of her life in those coal regions. After graduating from St. Joseph College, Emmitsburg, MD, Sr. Margaret taught for a few years in a public high school in her home town before entering the Daughters of Charity in 1962.

Sr. Margaret earned a master’s degree in French and another in religious education, both from the Catholic University in Washington, DC. She taught until 1973, then worked in parish ministry until she completed the requirements to be a supervisor of clinical pastoral care education and introduced that program into Sisters Hospital in Buffalo, NY. Her experience in hospital care led her to the mission field, where she served in Hungary and Ethiopia. In 2008 she came to St. Vincent’s Medical Center in Bridgeport, where she ministered in pastoral care. A long illness forced Sr. Margaret to spend a year at St. Vincent’s Medical Center and at Yale Medical Center.

A Mass of Christian Burial was celebrated for Sr. Margaret on December 20 at the DePaul House Chapel in Albany. Burial followed at St. Agnes Cemetery, Menands, NY.

---
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**Deceased Clergy of the Diocese of Bridgeport**

**January 13—February 9**

**January**

13 Rev. Daniel J. Deehan ........................................... 1976
15 Mrgr. Harry L. Hale ............................................. 2003
16 Mrgr. Robert Hanover ........................................... 1992
17 Rev. Thomas B. Gloster ...................................... 1956
18 Rev. Edward J. Small, SJ ..................................... 2010
19 Rev. Andrew L. Horvat ........................................ 1973
20 Rev. William D. Thompson ................................... 2004
21 Rev. Andrew L. Parkas ....................................... 1967
22 Mrgr. Ralph P. Buongervino ................................ 1994
23 Mrgr. Andrew T. Cusack .................................... 2004
24 Rev. Robert E. O’neal .......................................... 2010
25 Rev. Felix P. Werpechowski ................................ 1972
26 Rev. John Mitchell ............................................. 2006
27 Rev. James J. McCormick ................................... 1965
28 Mrgr. Francis G. Galla ....................................... 1996
29 Mrgr. Joseph R. McCarthy ................................... 1964
30 Mrgr. John F. Cavanaugh ................................... 1990
31 Rev. James F. Desmond ..................................... 1963

**February**

2 Rev. Joseph W. Kupec ........................................ 1978
3 Deacon Bartholomew J. Mauerci ............................. 2004
4 Msgr. Martin F. Doran ....................................... 1967
5 Rev. Robert F. Albert .......................................... 1995
6 Mrgr. William F.X. Casey .................................... 1978
7 Msgr. Martin J. McDermott ................................ 1986
8 Rev. James F. McGrath ....................................... 1971
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Title XIX Welcome

- Family owned for three generations
- Handling every detail
- Call for free informative brochure in home arrangements
- 203-254-1414 or 800-542-0218
- Memorial service facility
**Nuestra Voz**

**Hipanos expresan su fe en el Niño Dios**

**Por SONIA BURNS**

“El amor de Dios que viene a nosotros en forma humana llamo ‘Niño Dios’. Es el regalo más grande de la Navidad, la maravilla más grande de la Creación”, expresó Monseñor Matthew Bernelli, párroco de la Iglesia de Santa María en Bridgeport, en su mensaje de Navidad.

El Niño Dios, el personaje más importante en las fiestas de Navidad, es el centro de la fe, para la familia, y el hispano, por herencia, le otorga un lugar muy especial durante esta celebración.

Nos remontamos al año 1200, cuando San Francisco de Asís decretó que la Navidad fuera celebrada con mucha solemnidad, sugiriendo que se hicieran nacimientos o pesebres parecidos a aquel lugar en Belén donde el Niño Jesús nació. Ese pesebre debiera incluir los elementos y personajes que estuvieron presentes en esa noche divina. Los nacimientos debieran tener ovejas, pastores, el buey, el burro y una mesa al medianoche conmemorando el gran evento para la humanidad, con un gran sermón de Nochebuena recordando el nacimiento de Jesús en el templo de Belén.

Monseñor Bernelli insta a todos los feligreses, como San Francisco de Asís y siguiendo a sus apreciados pueblos, a celebrar nuestro día más importante en las fiestas de Navidad, el Niño Jesús nació. Ese pesebre debería incluir los elementos y personajes que estuvieron presentes en esa noche divina. Los nacimientos debieran tener: ovejas, pastores, el buey, el burro y una mesa al medianoche conmemorando el gran evento para la humanidad, con un gran sermón de Nochebuena recordando el nacimiento de Jesús en Belén.

La parroquia también anima a los feligreses a traer su Niño Jesús al altar para ser bendecido. Monseñor Bernelli insta a todos a que encuentren un lugar en sus casas que recuerde la celebración de la Navidad.

DURANTE LAS MISAS DE NOCHEBUENA, MUCHOS FELIGRESES TRAEN SU NIÑO DIOS PARA SER BENDICIDO. ESTE ACTO DE FE DEMUESTRA QUE MUCHAS FAMILIAS HAN APARTADO ESE LUGAR ESPECIAL EN SUS HOGARES.

**A LONG WAY AROUND FROM PAGE 19**

August 2010. Monsr. Scheyd of St. Aloysius picks up the story at this point. “This past spring, Ralph continues the monsignor. “When the diocese let me know he was available for assignment, I immediately asked that he come to us.”

Was the assignment to St. Aloysius a happy accident? The monsignor and deacon concur that it was. “I have the highest hopes that Deacon Ralph will be permanently assigned to us after his ordination,” says Msgr. Scheyd and the deacon smiles his assent.

**SAINT MARY’S CHURCH**

“The Mother Church of Norwalk” | 669 West Ave., Norwalk | Est. 1848 | www.smarynorwalk.net | 203.866.5546

**PASTOR:** Fr. Greg J. Markey
**Parochial Vicar:** Fr. Richard G. Cipolla
**In Residence:** Fr. Paul N. Check, Director of Courage

Confessions: Monday-Friday: 11:30-12noon; Wednesday: 6:30-6:50pm; Saturday 3:00-4:30pm
Sunday Masses: 8:00am, 9:30am Extraordinary Form Solemn High Mass, 11:30am Ordinary Form High Mass, 1:15pm in Spanish

Music for the 9:30am Sunday Solemn High Latin Mass
January 13: Feast of the Holy Family: Missa sine nomine à 4 (Palestrina); Alma Redemptoris Mater (Guerrero);
Fili, quid fecisti (Susato); organ works of Brahms
January 27: Septuagesima Sunday: Missa Pater cuncta (Mass XII); Confitebor tibi Domine (Monteverdi); Alma Redemptoris Mater (Palestrina); Domine ne in fur ore tua (Monteverdi);
organ works of Boelmann
Saturday, February 2, 9:00 a.m.; Senclemas: Missa de Beata Virgine (Moralese); Intermedium
Dei mater (Ockeghem); Beata es Virgo Maria (Verdelot); organ works of Tournemire
February 3: Sexagesima Sunday: Missa Ancor che col partìe (Faquet de Manta);
Jesus ductum memoria (Handl); Iniquus odio habui (Andrea Gabrieli); Media vita (Gombert);
organ works of Buxtehude

**SAINT MARY’S BOOKSTORE** 203.854.9013
Offering a wide selection of books, crucifixes, rosaries, sacramentals from Italy and the Holy Land, First Communion and Confirmation gifts, and more.

**HOURS:** Saturday 10am-6pm | Sunday 9-9:30am, 11am-2pm | Monday, Wednesday and Friday 12:45-2pm
Tuesday, Thursday 11-12:30am and 12:45-2pm | Thursday 12:45-2pm and 3:30-5:30pm
Located in Parish Center building behind Saint Mary Church | VISA/MC ACCEPTED
Catholic schooling is flourishing in Fairfield County. Close to half our elementary schools are recognized among the top ten percent of all schools in the country. Several others are on the threshold of Blue Ribbon status. Enrollments are up at the high schools; and two high schools, Kolbe-Cathedral in Bridgeport and St. Joseph in Trumbull, are full. Where I am, at St. Joseph High School, we welcomed 230 freshmen this fall and enjoy a threshold of Blue Ribbon status. Several others are on the threshold of Blue Ribbon status.

My answer is always, “Seeing is believing.” Spend a day getting to know the teachers, students, and other parents and you will leave feeling that you have found a home.

Hundreds of kids are here at St. Joe’s for the obvious: with whom you go to school matters. Catholic schools are college preparatory schools from Kindergarten through 12th grade. Everyone graduates; everyone goes to college. Last year, 198 St. Joe’s seniors won for themselves $13 million in renewable grants and scholarships to many of the most select universities in the country. Whether you are Harvard or Housatonic bound, you follow a curriculum designed to get you into college. If you are Harvard or Housatonic bound, you follow a curriculum designed to get you into college.

Parents never have to argue with their children over whether to take the history of the Beatles or the history of Modern Civilization. We do not waste your time or talent. Such a focused, college-oriented curriculum allows our high schools to develop strands in engineering, bio-medical studies, pre-law, advanced math. And because everyone is swimming in the same direction, it is hard for even the most distracted to lose their way.

Catholic schools regularly outperform both public and private schools on nearly every education measure. I believe there are two reasons for this success. One is the authenticity of our teachers. There are no secrets in the classroom. Students know whether the teacher is engaged. Teachers in a Catholic school are mission driven.

Second is the engagement by parents and alumni. At St. Joe’s, our science labs are modern and fully equipped. Our technology is state of the art. Our class-rooms are well resourced. This fall we opened a new academic center with a spacious library and media center, three art and music rooms, a professionally designed lecture hall for 250 students, seminar and conference rooms, all surrounded by beautiful courtyards and a grotto. Our parents and alumni do not expect the state to provide everything, nor do they believe tuition covers their responsibility. Catholic education is a family affair and, like family, it’s a commitment for life.

At the end of Freshmen Week, 230 freshmen brought their families to the Bible Mass for new students. These are the years when the public schools are so crowded that students have to wait in line to use the bathroom. At St. Joe’s, everyone has a home.

By the Parent’s Association. The book is handed to them by their homeroom teacher. To see the church filled to overflowing as the new students are formally welcomed into the St. Joe’s community is to know a Catholic education is much more than I have often said that it is easy to be Catholic at St. Joe’s. Our kids are like kids anywhere, but they are confident kids. They do not have to put others down to make themselves feel good, which means everyone is free to explore their own dreams and vocations. This doesn’t happen everywhere. This doesn’t happen by accident. It happens in those special places where people believe in each other and have faith in their calling.

Catholic schooling is something we do together. Family, faith, and friends. Make it a point to stop by one of our 38 schools and “see.” I think you will stay.

Do you know that CROSBY COMMONS is an award winning ASSISTED LIVING COMMUNITY located in your backyard?

Make new friends.
Find a new leisure interest.
Enjoy fine dining.

Crosby Commons at Wesley Village
(203) 225-5000 • 580 Long Hill Avenue • Shelton, CT

ONE OF CT’S LARGEST VOLUME HONDA DEALERS CT’S FIRST ESTABLISHED HONDA DEALER • APRIL 1973
• Open All Day Saturday for Service & Parts
• Senior Citizen Discount
CALL CURTISS RYAN AT 1-800-523-4190 203-929-1484

HONDA
By Curtiss*Ryan
www.curtissryan.com

CALL CURTISS RYAN AT 1-800-523-4190 203-929-1484

NEW & USED VEHICLES • SERVICE • PARTS • BODY SHOP
January 2013

Potpourri
By Thomas H. Hicks

Thomas Hicks is a member of St. Theresa Parish in Trumbull.

**Beauty — Catch it if you can**

Lately I’ve had the feeling that I’ve walked through much of my life in a daze. I’m beginning to see with new eyes the places and people I have previously taken for granted.

Perhaps I’m beginning to cultivate what Buddhism calls “beginner’s mind.” I’m beginning to see things as if for the first time, regaining some elemental sense of surprise at things, at the loveliness all around me. I’ve come to sense that beauty is everywhere, just as suffering is everywhere. So many things I have known so long become suddenly new and beautiful to me: the path worn smooth by the car coming up to my condo, the sound of a train coming across an empty lot; the purr of a cat I saw while driving through a small town in Montana. They had been murdered by a modern-day intruder as they slept in their bed. The novelist Saul Bellow wrote: “Unexpected intrusions of beauty. That’s what life is.” It is probably true to say that beauty is ultimately indefinable. Many philosophers have taken a crack at defining it. To the ancient Greeks beauty was harmonious order. Alfred North Whitehead tells us that beauty is the “harmony of contrasts.” None of this helps much. Thomas Aquinas made the obvious observation that beauty is that which delights or pleases when it is seen. More interestingly, Aquinas argued that goodness and beauty, although logically distinguishable, coincide in fact.

Still, I tend to agree with Dostoyevsky who said that “Beauty is a riddle.” We probably can’t define it any more than we can define love or even life itself. There is the daily treadmill of life, the world of bills and backaches. But within all this James Joyce speaks of the occurrence of “epiphanies,” moments of sudden unexpected beauty, like the sheen of the sun on a rain-wet slate of roof. He advises us to extract the sweets, the splendor and glory hidden in the humble realities of life.

There is beauty hidden in the smallest things, simple and familiar things: hearing the house come alive in the early morning; the day slowly turning into evening; winter air quiet and cold smelling of woodsmoke; star-glow and dawn; moonlight on snow; the sound of a train whistle; a chimney’s sad wind song; a glass of cold water. Life is punctuated with moments of beauty. Some things are perfect and complete in themselves, they need nothing else. They are sufficient to themselves. There are many such moments of unexpected wonder. Earthly life is beautiful despite its sufferings and limitations.

Leo Tolstoy talked about “true impressions,” those moments when we seem to comprehend something but only fleetingly. There is the wonder and beauty of it.

From time to time something glints, and we see the “deep down of things,” as Gerard Manley Hopkins put it. We catch glimmers of the “more” that runs through it all. We are given certain moments to catch the corner where eternity clips time. Beauty is one of the voices of God.

In his Confessions, Augustine recognized God as Beauty: “Late have I loved you, O Thou Beauty ever ancient and ever new, late have I loved you.” If I can be allowed a couple more quotes, one from Keats who said “some shape of beauty lifts the pall from our dark spirits;” and a rabbi named Samuel Dresner wrote, “I did not ask for success; I asked for wonder, and you gave it to me.”

I sometimes think about whether animals have a sense of beauty. Dogs, wolves, coyotes respond to moonlight. But I don’t think that it is in response to any aesthetic reaction. It is we human beings who are challenged to be delighted with the beautiful things that come along, to sense that wonderful things do happen even in the dullest places. There is the wonder and surprise of ordinary life. We are challenged to experience every bit of beauty that is afforded us, to come alive to the hidden treasures that occur in daily life, to extract the sweets of each day.

Most of us, as we grow older, can relate to a poem by Faith Baldwin:

I have come back to quiet ways,
to things of silent wonder…
to dusk, to primrose dawns
and lamps lit,
hearth-warmed nights…
the still simplicity of gentle days.

Life is holy ground. There are seeds of beauty everywhere. We can come to relate to the request Madame DuBarry uttered with her last breath: “My Executioner, one tiny moment still.”

**SAINTLY LIVES**

**Venerable Mary Potter**

William Potter so strongly objected to his wife’s conversion to Catholicism that he left her and their 5 children shortly after their only daughter was born. He emigrated to Australia, leaving his family behind in Southwark, England.

Mary grew up fatherless, but was nurtured and guided by her mother’s love and determination.

Mary was accepted into the postulancy of the Sisters of Mercy, but was forced to leave after a year due to illness. She decided to carry out a new ministry to care for the sick and dying. She was soon joined by 4 others who shared her vision. With the blessing and encouragement of her Bishop, the sisters settled into an old warehouse in an impoverished neighborhood in Nottingham.

Today the Sisters of the Little Company of Mary, affectionately known as “The Blue Nuns,” work to provide physical and spiritual healing in 14 countries. Mary Potter once wrote, “If we give up ourselves, we receive God’s self. When we give up our own will and way, our own spirit, to walk according to God’s will and His way, we receive His spirit, precious happy exchange. Every part of ourselves emptied, subdued, is filled with God.”
**LOCAL NEWS**

January 2013

- **Mon.,** will hold its monthly meeting on Christ the King Parish, Trumbull, and will be offered Mon., from 7:30-9 pm. The Jan. topics will be decrees on the Mass Media and on Ecumenism. For more information, call the parish: 203.847.8253.

- **WE CARE** PERINATAL GRIEF support group meets the GRIEF condition, call Pat: 203.261.8020.

- **The Importance of Seasonal** parish hall. The featured speaker will be Patti Popp, owner of Sport Hill Farm, Easton, speaking on “The Importance of Seasonal Eating for a Healthier You.” All are welcome. For more information, call Pat: 203.261.8020.

- **Jan. 28** (The cost of the trip is $75. Buses will depart at 5:30 am from St. Theresa Parish in Trumbull and 6 am from the Basilica of St. John the Evangelist in Stamford. Registration needed by Fri., Jan. 18. For more information or to register, contact Maureen Ciardiello: 203.416.1445 or mcardiello@diobpt.org.)

- **SOLIDARITY AMONG FAITH GROUPS,** a panel discussion hosted by St. Catherine of Siena Parish, Riverside, will take place Thurs., Jan. 24, from 7:30-9 pm in the parish hall. The featured speaker will be Patti Popp, owner of Sport Hill Farm, Easton, speaking on “The Importance of Seasonal Eating for a Healthier You.” All are welcome. For more information, call Pat: 203.261.8020.

- **March for Life**

  On January 25, pilgrims from around the diocese will be making the trip to the annual March for Life in Washington, DC. The March is held each year during the week in which the anniversary of Roe vs. Wade falls.

  “This year marks the 40th Anniversary of Roe vs. Wade and we hope to have as many pilgrims as possible join us,” says Maureen Ciardiello, director of Respect Life Ministry for the Diocese of Bridgeport.

  Last year, a delegation of more than 400 from the Diocese of Bridgeport, including a strong contingent of youth from throughout the diocese, participated in the March for Life. Although the March is largely ignored by secular media, an AP account of last year’s March noted that “It’s consistently one of the largest protests of the year in Washington.”

  The witness of each individual who attends the March for Life aids the struggle within American culture to recognize and protect the dignity of all human life.

  (The cost of the trip is $75. Buses will depart at 5:30 am from St. Theresa Parish in Trumbull and 6 am from the Basilica of St. John the Evangelist in Stamford. Registration needed by Fri., Jan. 18. For more information or to register, contact Maureen Ciardiello: 203.416.1445 or mcardiello@diobpt.org.)

- **Spring 2013 SHARE for the Diocese of Bridgeport courses**

  **The Book of Revelation:** The Book of Revelation stands at the end of Bible. It can be a perplexing book, and is one of the most misinterpreted books of the Bible. Most Catholics are unacquainted with this last book of the Bible. However, this “most neglected book of the Bible” is a magnificent literary creation. At first the book may appear somewhat bewildering and forbidding, but it is worthwhile to wrestle with it until it opens its riches to one. The course will help one to understand the baffling but also beautiful symbolism in which the book abound. It will unravel the general messages of the book, e.g., the cosmic battle between good and evil, the final victory of good, how we conquer through suffering, the victims become the victors, self-sacrificing love is the ultimate power in the world, etc. The Book of Revelation is made up of 22 relatively brief chapters. As one gets into the book, one usually finds it absorbing. It is a work that demands and repays study. It makes a distinct contribution to one’s understanding of Jesus and the Christian life. Use this course as a Lenten spiritual opportunity.

  - 8-week course: Saturdays, February 2, 9, 16, 23, March 2, 9, 16, 23 (inclement weather makeup date: April 6)
  - Time: 10am to 12noon
  - Location: Sacred Heart University, 5151 Park Avenue, Fairfield
  - Instructor: Dr. Thomas Hicks
  - Cost: $280

  **Prayer and Evangelization:** (from the Greek word “evangelion” meaning “good news”). Evangelists are very ordinary people! All Christians are called to witness to the “Good News” of Jesus Christ. Baptized Christians realize that it is a work to share and make known the faith to others. The Church needs evangelists who can share the faith in one-to-one situations, in families, in schools, in the workplace, in the parishes. This course is open to all with a desire to share the faith with others. The course will focus on the contemplative (prayer) and active (mission) dimensions of the spirit of Evangelization. As Saint Francis of Assisi said in the 13th century “pray the Gospel with your whole heart, your whole soul and with your whole strength, if necessary use words!” Use this course as a Lenten spiritual opportunity.

  - 4-week course: Tuesday, March 5, 12, 19, 26 (inclement weather makeup date: April 9)
  - Time: 7pm to 9pm
  - Location: Sacred Heart University, 12 Omega Drive, Stamford
  - Instructor: Dr. Joan Kelly
  - Cost: $140

To register: www.sacredheart.edu/share. For more information, contact Gina Donnarummo, Director of Adult Formation: 203.416.1445 / SHARE@diobpt.org.
SCHOOL
dergarten programs, and runs offers full-day preschool & kin-

Open House on Sun.,

Carnival–Sat.,

Stratford,

Open House–Sun.,

raffles, face-painting and more.

prizes, food, popcorn, candy,

moon bounces, games of skill,

Leave your name and, if desired,

call 203.375.4291 or visit www.

School and meet our school com-

am-1 pm.

Imam Dr. Kareem Adeeb, presi-

Hurvitz of Temple Sholom;

St. Catherine’s; Rabbi Mitchell

Msgr. Alan Detscher, pastor of

hall. Featured speakers include

Mgr. Alan Detscher, pastor of

Dr. Karen Wright of the

 Greenwich Center for Hope

and Renewal. A light supper will

be offered from 6-7:15 pm for

anyone who reserves by Mon.,

Jan. 21. A $10 donation for the

supper is payable at the door.

For more information or for

reservations, call 203.637.3661 or

e-mail psloane@optonline.net.

Leave your name and, if desired,

request a kosher or halal meal.

WINTER WEEKEND will

be held at St. Mark School,

Stratford, Jan. 26-27: Winter

Carnival–Sat., Jan. 26, 11 am-3

pm. Bring the whole family for

moon bounces, games of skill,

prizes, food, popcorn, candy,

raffles, face-painting and more.

Open House–Sun., Jan. 27, 9

am-1 pm. Tour our Blue Ribbon

School and meet our school com-

munity. For more information,

call 203.375.4291 or visit www.

stmarkschool.org.

OUR LADY OF FATIMA

SCHOOL, Wilton will host an

Open House on Sun., Jan. 27,

from 10 am-1 pm. The school

offers full-day preschool & kin-

dergarten programs, and runs

through grade 8. For more infor-

mation, contact Principal Dina

Monti: 203.762.8100 or visit


CIVILITY IN AMERICA,

a series sponsored by The

Dilenschneider Group, is held

monthly at the Ferguson Library,

Stamford. On Thurs., Feb. 7,

Civility in Education will be pre-

sented by Joel Klein, who served

as chancellor of the New York City

School System from 2002-11. For

more information, contact Patrick

Malone at The Dilenschneider

Group: 212.922.0900 email

pmalone@dgi-nyc.com

GOSPEL OF LIFE

SOCIETY meets the second

Sat. of the month (Feb. 9) at

St. Mary Parish, Norwalk, at

10 am after the 9 am Pro-Life

Mass. Leticia Velasquez, co-

founder of KIDS (Keep Infants

with Down Syndrome), will be

the guest speaker. For more

information, contact Eileen

Bianchini: 203.847.5727 or

stmarygols@aol.com.

SACRAMENT OF THE

SICK and Mass for the Feast

of Our Lady of Lourdes will be

celebrated at St. Aloysius Parish,

New Canaan, on Sat., Feb. 9,

sponsored by the Order of Malta.

Welcome, 2:30 pm; Mass, 3 pm.

Refreshments to follow. For more

information, contact Kelly:

kweldon@optonline.net.

Perhaps the greatest joy in retiring is

knowing you can live life to its fullest.

Maintaining your indepen-

dence and helping you enjoy

life is our only goal at Carmel

Ridge and Teresian Towers.

Located on the grounds of

St. Joseph’s Manor, our

unique retirement commu-

nity provides the support and

security you may need to live

life to its fullest, including

24-hour medical and security

services, nursing staff, shopping

transportation, and optional

meal plan. Day-to-day living is

enhanced by an on-site chapel,

library, recreation hall, crafts

room, swimming pool, and

nearby golfing.

We would like to help you

make the next years the finest

of your life. To receive more

information or to sched-

ule a visit, call 1-800-852-3866 in Connecticut or 203-261-2229 from out of

state. Units from $58,000. Inquire about our Rental Program starting from

$995 per month.

Teresian Towers/Carmel Ridge Estates

6454 Main Street · Trumbull, Connecticut 06611

A non-denominational facility owned by the Diocese of Bridgeport. Professionally managed by Winn Residential.
St. Vincent’s Medical Center has achieved Magnet® recognition by the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC).

Magnet recognition is the highest national honor for nursing excellence, serving as the gold standard for nursing practice. St. Vincent’s Medical Center is the only hospital in Fairfield County and one of only three hospitals in Connecticut to be granted Magnet recognition.

To learn more, visit www.stvincents.org/Magnet